
 
   
 

PUBLIC NOTICE 
 
There will be a meeting of the Board of Trustees of the L. E. Phillips Memorial Public 
Library on Thursday, July 21, 2011 at 5:00 p.m. in the Board Room of the Library 
at 400 Eau Claire Street, Eau Claire, Wisconsin. 
 

 
AGENDA 

 

1) Member Roll Call 

2) Citizen Comments (limited to 5 minutes per citizen) 

3) Approval of Previous Minutes of the Library Board   (Page 1) 

4) Communications  

5) Report of the Library Director  (Page 36)   

6) Report of the Library Board President 

7)  Committee Reports  

a) Discussion and action on Library Board Committee appointments  

b) Finance Committee  

i) Consideration and approval of the proposed 2011 Budget  
(mailed separately) 

ii) Consideration and approval of the proposed 2011 Capital Improvement 
Plan (mailed separately)  

8) Report from the Friends of the Library 

9)  Report of the Representative to the IFLS Board  

10)  Financial Reports  (Page 61)   

11)  Action on Bills and Claims  (Page 65)   

12)  Statistical Report  (Page 77)     

 

 



13)  Consideration of New Business  

a. Discussion and action on the policy review of the month:    
Revoking Library Privileges (no changes recommended)   (Page 79) 

14) Directives from the Library Board of Trustees to the Library Director 

15) Adjournment 
 
In order to accommodate the participation of individuals with special needs at this 
meeting, the Library will provide the services of a sign language interpreter or make other 
reasonable accommodations on request. To make such a request, please notify the Library 
at 715/833.5318 at least two days prior to the meeting. 
 

 
Trustees: If you are unable to attend this meeting, please notify the Library’s 

Administrative Office by calling 715/833.5318 
 



L.E. PHILLIPS MEMORIAL PUBLIC LIBRARY 
Minutes of a Meeting of the Board of Trustees 

 
A meeting of the Board of Trustees of the L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library was 
held on Thursday, June 16, 2011 at 5 p.m. in the Board Room of the Library.    
Board members present:  Bruce, France, Hauser, Lee, Pagonis, Pavelski, Stelter and 
Wisner.  Board members absent:  Fraser and Horan. 
Staff present:  Depa, Kriese, Stoneberg and Troendle.   
 
APPROVAL OF PREVIOUS MEETING MINUTES 
On a motion made by Richard Lee and seconded by Linda Stelter, the Board unanimously 
approved the minutes of the May 19, 2011 Board meeting as amended. 
 
COMMUNICATIONS 

 John Stoneberg gave an update on the iPads grant from the Presto Foundation and the 
development of the project so far.  

 John Stoneberg shared articles including ones on:  the future of libraries; library 
makeover draw seniors; the Hudson Area Library Board has hired the consulting firm 
of Himmel & Wilson; Amazon.com now selling more Kindle books than print books; 
and a CINC letter regarding the catastrophic consequences of eliminating the $32M 
BCCB grant in the UW System budget bill. 

 
REPORT OF THE LIBRARY DIRECTOR 

 The Director’s report was reviewed.  Don Wisner requested that employee titles be 
included in the report in the future. 

 At an Eau Claire County Board Administration Committee meeting on June 14 it was 
recommended that no changes be made to the Eau Claire County Wide Service 
Agreement. 

 
 REPORT OF THE LIBRARY BOARD PRESIDENT  
  Susan Bruce attended a Friends of the Library Evening Book Group meeting. 
 
COMMITTEE REPORTS 
 

NOMINATING COMMITTEE 
The Nominating Committee recommended a slate of Board Officers for 2011/2012:  
Don Wisner for President, Linda Stelter for Vice President and Robert Hauser for 
Secretary.  Stella Pagonis asked if there were any other nominations.  After no other 
nominations were made, Robert Hauser moved the nominations be closed.  This was 
seconded by Don Wisner and passed unanimously.  On a motion made by Richard 
Lee and seconded by Susan Bruce, the slate of Board officers as presented was 
unanimously approved.                                                                                                                                                                                              

 
FINANCIAL REPORT 
The Board reviewed the May financial report. 
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ACTION ON BILLS & CLAIMS 
On a motion made by Robert Hauser and seconded by Richard Lee, the Board unanimously 
approved the Bills & Claims of May 6-27, 2011 as well as the Supplemental Bills & Claims 
for May. 
 
STATISTICAL REPORT 
The Board reviewed the May statistical report.  
 
CONSIDERATION OF NEW BUSINESS 

 The charts and graphs for the Library from 2009 Wisconsin public Library Service 
Data and the four-year comparative data for LEPML for 2006-2009 were reviewed. 
Don Wisner made a request to include commentary on each item in future reports. 

 The update on the 2011 library goals was reviewed.  
 
MONTHLY POLICY REVIEW  
On a motion made by Linda Stelter and seconded by Richard Lee, the Board unanimously 
approved no changes to the Annual Goals for Library Director Policy.  
 
DIRECTIVES 

 After further input and examples from Board members, John Stoneberg will work 
with staff on a long range staff development plan. 

 John Stoneberg will send information to the Board members on how to access their 
information on the Library’s website.  

 Committee appointments will be put on the next Board agenda. 
 

ADJOURNMENT 
On a motion made by Robert Hauser and seconded by Richard Lee, the Board unanimously 
adjourned their meeting at 6:08 p.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
JACKIE DEPA, 
PURCHASING ASSOCIATE II 
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Keeping Our Message Simple by James LaRue (05/31/2011) 
Here's the fundamentally different approach to advocacy we need to adopt—
yesterday.  
 
A couple of years ago, our library lost two elections in a row. I was so surprised (for reasons 
I’ll get to below) and so concerned about the future of my organization that I started reading 
much more widely and deeply. Many of the books were about brain research. Most focused 
on how and why we come to believe things, both as individuals and as communities. A 
couple of those books dug into how difficult it is for us to admit we’ve been wrong—and to 
change our views. 
 
The problem is plain: Over the past 10–15 years, even before the recession and our current 
funding crisis, fewer libraries made it to the ballot, or won when they did. This is in sharp 
opposition to the long trend of rising library use. 
 
I do not contend that every library, in every community, is worthy of increased funding. 
Some cases are better than others, and some communities may justly conclude that their 
libraries are not the current priority. I do contend that our social environment at this moment 
in history works against all libraries. We need to change that. And we can. 
 
Brutal facts 
It is time for the library profession to come to grips with some harsh realities. The first is that 
use has nothing to do with support. The storytime mom who checks out 40 books a week 
and loves her library doesn’t necessarily vote for it. Why? Because she thinks her taxes are 
too high. The 84-year-old man who drags his friends to his public library once a week to 
brag about its marvels may not even have a library card. But he votes for the library in every 
election, because he thinks a community that doesn’t support libraries is pathetic. 
 
The second reality further underscores the first: Demographics have nothing to do with 
library support. It simply isn’t the case that we can reliably predict that moms, or senior 
citizens, or the poor, or the wealthy will vote either for or against us. We can’t solve our 
funding dilemmas by promoting our services or marketing more vigorously to our 
traditional demographics. 
 
I’ll pose a third, and even more brutal hypothesis: Library performance has nothing to do 
with fiscal support. I've seen very poor-performing libraries get consistently strong local 
financial support, and I know some very good ones (including mine) that are consistently 
punished at the polls. It’s not about who we are or what we do. It’s about what our 
communities feel and believe about us. 
 
So what does generate library support?  I believe there are three essential factors: 
1. The frame. 
2. The story. 
3. The repeated message. 
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The frame is something well-articulated by George Lakoff (Don’t Think of an Elephant) and 
appears again in the work of Dan Ariely (Predictably Irrational). Humans make meaning; 
they strive constantly to make sense of the world, to predict the future from the past. If it 
rains the first two times you visit Chicago, you think, “It always rains in Chicago!” Once you 
think that, you don’t notice that the sun was shining the last three times you were there. 
You’ve got a frame, and you simply don’t see what doesn’t fit. 
 
The frame that most affects library funding today is the result of 50 long years of 
conservative framing.  It can be summed up in two words: “tax burden.” 
 
If you accept that frame, then any investment in your social infrastructure isn’t seen as what 
it is—a cooperative purchasing agreement, often brilliantly cost-effective—but as a terrible 
weight, barely to be borne. There is only “tax burden” and “tax relief.” 
 
Frames are quickly established and, once adopted, prove very hard to break out of. 
Recently, I did an exercise with a room full of elected county officials. I asked them to write 
on a note card no more than 3–5 words or phrases that captured what they thought their 
neighbors felt about local government. It wasn’t flattering. 
 
I gathered the words and dropped them into Wordle [4] to make it clear what a word cloud 
looks like. The big words (the most frequently repeated) were as follows: Taxes. Bloated. 
Inefficient. Bureaucratic. Parasitical. 
 
Then I asked those officials to flip over the note card and write 3–5 more words or phrases 
that captured why they had run for elected office. 
 
This time, the big words were rather different: Community. Giving back. Quality of life. 
Pride. Sustainability. 
 
Pointing to the first exercise, I said, “Use these words and you undercut everything you 
hoped to accomplish.” Then I pointed to the second word cloud and told them: “Use these 
words.” I can’t say that it worked, at least not for more than a day or two. It doesn’t even 
work reliably with librarians. 
 
Far too often, we are complicit in our own demise. When we adopt the words, the language, 
the frames of those who seek to destroy us, there is little difference to be perceived 
between us. 
 
The story is something librarians really ought to understand—but don’t. Last year, I worked 
with a cadre of passionate librarians around Colorado to launch what we called “BHAG: The 
Colorado Public Library Advocacy Initiative.” BHAG, of course, stands for Big Hairy 
Audacious Goal. We were fighting a trio of state ballot issues that would have gutted the 
funding of libraries (and most other public-sector institutions). 
 
The idea of BHAG was simple: All of our communities have good speakers, well-respected 
and well-connected. Why not find them, arm them with a short, compelling, even powerful 
little talk, and send them out into the community on our behalf? 
 
There have been many library advocacy efforts over the years. Often, they begin with the 
attempt to train librarians to speak up. These advocacy efforts are based on the premise 
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that librarians advocating for increased use will result in increased support. OCLC’s 2008 
study From Awareness to Funding [5] disproved that premise. 
 
Not all librarians are good speakers. Nor are they all well-respected or connected. Nor, even 
if they are, will simple promotion of library services build a community that is willing to pay 
for them. 
 
Let me be blunt: Library advocacy as we have done it for the past 20 years doesn’t work. 
We need a fundamentally different approach. 
 
The BHAG approach was this: Let’s just give a vivid script to passionate library supporters 
who already love to talk to their community, and whose communities are liable to listen. Let’s 
book these speakers for five talks apiece to different kinds of groups (business, faith-based, 
nonprofit, civic, etc.). And let’s have them talk not about services, but about value. 
 
This effort didn’t really cost anything. The script, the methodology, even YouTube training 
videos, were all right there on our project website [6]. The talk [7] itself, which was designed 
to take about 12 minutes, is a template for statewide and even national library advocacy.  
 
Use of this talk is freely offered to all. You have only two responsibilities: Use it, and make 
it better. 
 
I won’t go into great detail here about what you can find on our website, but the talk has four 
main components—and should have had one more. 

1. A gimmick. The talk begins by asking for $1 from the audience “for the library.” Why 
becomes clear later. 

2. A cost-setting exercise. The speaker asks the audience how much they pay per 
month for internet access at home, satellite or cable TV, cellphones, and Netflix. It 
asks why people pay for those things, and what good they do the community. Then it 
contrasts those costs with the average monthly cost for libraries. The idea is to reset 
the mental frame regarding both the cost and the value of libraries. 

3. Stories. This, I think, is the heart of the talk. A successful library story follows a 
simple narrative structure.  

o Who: “Caiden was a smart 3-year-old boy.” 
o The Problem: “Like a lot of smart little boys, he started to stutter.” 
o Library intervention: “Our Read to Dogs program marked a tipping point 

for him.” 
o Happy Ending: “Caiden doesn’t stutter anymore.” 
o Moral: “Libraries change lives.” 

 
The talk had three stories, each with a distinct final message. While the stories changed—
each library was encouraged to come up with a local story of its own—the messages 
did not. 

4. A close. That $1 bill was returned to the first donor. Then that person got $4 more, 
each accompanied by a little illustration demonstrating the return on investment 
of libraries. 

 
What was missing? We should have had a stronger call to action. Not “Vote for the library,” 
because that pitch tends to happen only in election years and appears blatantly self-serving. 
Rather, it should have been something like, “So the next time you hear someone say, ‘My 
taxes are too high,’ remember Caiden. Libraries change lives. Stand up for the library!” 
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Repetition of a concise message is another thing librarians have trouble with. We can’t just 
tell people three things and leave. We have to give them six brochures, nine bookmarks, 
four fliers, describe three new services, and highlight one research study. We so overwhelm 
people with information that we communicate nothing. 
 
We need to keep things simple. We should have no more than four stories and messages, 
we should make them human and memorable, and we should keep saying them, over and 
over and over and over, not just in Colorado, but all around the country, and for years. Just 
like the folks who speak against public-sector funding. 
 
What next?  I’m pleased to report that the three ballot measures were soundly defeated in 
Colorado. Over 3,000 people heard our talks, and about 20% of our public libraries “got it.” 
That’s not bad for the first year. We made many important new allies. 
 
But I can’t emphasize enough that advocacy is not the work of a season. It is the duty of a 
generation of librarians. Turning our situation around—our persistent loss of public 
mindshare and support—cannot be fixed by librarians talking to each other. 
 
We need to recruit and position nonlibrarians to talk to other nonlibrarians, presenting the 
smartest and most compelling thinking and presentations our research and experience 
can assemble. 
 
Now would be a good time to start. 
 
The four messages of the Colorado Public Library Advocacy Initiative were these: 
1. Libraries change lives. 
2. Libraries mean business. 
3. Libraries build community. 
4. Libraries are a smart investment. 
 
Please note that the longest message has only five words. 
——- 
JAMES (JAMIE) LARUE is director of the Douglas County (Colo.) Libraries. A frequent 
speaker at conferences and workshops, he can be reached at jlarue[at]jlarue.com. 
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Introduction
Over the past decade, policy discussions about public ac-

cess computing in libraries have focused on the role that 

these institutions play in bridging the digital divide. In 

these discussions, public access computing services are 

generally targeted at individuals who either cannot afford 

a computer and Internet access, or have never received 

formal computer instruction and lack the basic computing 

skills necessary for full digital citizenship. 

Following this logic, public access computing could 

easily be seen as a temporary community service whose 

need would essentially fall away as more people gain 

access in their homes. However, this has not been the 

case. Despite the fact that computer and Internet penetra-

tion rates are climbing at dramatic rates,1 public access 

computer services in U.S. public libraries continue to be in 

high demand. 

Evidence of this demand can be seen in a number of 

ways. The Public Libraries in the United States survey, 

1  Horrigan, J. B. 2010. Broadband Adoption and Use in America. OBI 
Working Paper Series No. 1. Available at http://online.wsj.com/public/
resources/documents/FCCSurvey.pdf.

which is conducted annually, shows a persistent demand 

for public access computing services over the past three 

years of available data, with library staff reporting an 

average of 1.2 public access computer uses per person in 

their legal service areas.2 Results from Libraries Connect 
Communities: Public Library Funding & Technology Access 
Study 2010-2011 provide a particularly poignant measure 

of demand, with 76.2% of the librarians responding that 

their facilities have too few workstations to meet their pa-

tron’s needs, which is up slightly from the pervious year’s 

estimate.3 

Over the past decade, public libraries have responded 

to this demand by increasing financial investments in 

hardware, subscription databases, and computing infra-

structure. Specificaly, between 2000 and 2007, the avail-

2  Henderson, E., Miller, K., Craig, T., et al. 2010. Public Libraries 
Survey: Fiscal Year 2008 (IMLS-2010–PLS-02). Washington, DC: 
Institute of Museum and Library Services. 

3  Hoffman, Judy, John Carlo Bertot, Denise M. Davis, and Larra Clark. 
Libraries Connect Communities: Public Library Funding & Technology Ac-
cess Study 2010-2011. Available at www.ala.org/ala/research/initiatives/
plftas/2010_2011. 

Highlights
•  The demographic analysis in this brief dispels some 

myths about the beneficiaries of public access 

computer services in U.S. public libraries. Public 

access computer users largely resemble the general 

public in terms of age, education, and even in the 

overall level of home computer and Internet access.

•  The fact that many different people report that 

they are able to fulfill a wide variety of information 

needs is a clear indication that public libraries are 

providing much more than basic technology access 

•  Substantive uses of public access computers mirror 

the needs people have at different stages of the life 

course. Young people identify education activities 

as their main use, people between the ages of 25 

and 54 identifying employment activities as their 

top use, and people 55 and older reporting health 

and wellness research as the main public access 

computer use. 
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ability of Internet terminals in public libraries increased 

sharply by 90% on a per capita basis.4 Database licensing 

and technology infrastructure projects continue to be the 

largest categories of expenditure that State Library Agen-

cies report to the Institute of Museum and Library Sci-

ences (IMLS) in their annual States Program Reports.5

Given the nature of policy discussions and size of the 

public investments, it may be surprising to some that all of 

this activity has taken place without a great deal of infor-

mation about the beneficiaries. Until recently, there was no 

reliable data about who was making use of these services 

or what it is they do when they logged on. However, in 

2009, researchers from the University of Washington’s 

Information School conducted a national survey called 

Opportunity for All that focused on public access computer 

users in public libraries.6 The survey, which collected in-

formation from over 40,000 people through a combination 

of traditional household phone survey techniques and a 

point-of-service web-based survey, provides a wealth of in-

formation about the characteristics of users and the nature 

of their computer use at the library.

In the subsequent sections, we take a closer look at the 

demographic characteristics of the public access users. In 

the first part of the analysis, we compare data collected for 

the U.S. Impact Study with data from the Current Popula-
tion Survey (CPS) collected in the same year. The purpose 

of this analysis is to identify who uses public access com-

puters and determine whether or not they differ systemati-

cally from the general population. The next section exam-

ines how people are using computer resources in libraries 

and explores how demographic characteristics affect the 

type of information they access. The final section sum-

marizes the findings in light of national information policy 

initiatives.

4  Henderson, E. 2009. Service Trends in U.S. Public Libraries, 
1997-2007. Research Brief series, no. 1 (IMLS-2010-RB-01). Wash-
ington, DC: Institute of Museum and Library Services.

5  Manjarrez, C., Langa, L., Miller, K. 2009. A Catalyst for Change: 
LSTA Grants to States Program Activities and the Transformation of 
Library Services to the Public (IMLS-2009-RES-01). Washington, DC: 
Institute of Museum and Library Services.

6  Becker, S,, Crandall, M. D., Fisher, K. E., Kinney, B., Landry, 
C., & Rocha, A. 2010. Opportunity for All: How the American Public 
Benefits from Internet Access at U.S. Libraries (IMLS-2010-RES-01). 
Washington, DC: Institute of Museum and Library Services.

Comparisons of Public Access Computer Users 
and the General Public
Figure 1 compares the age distribution of public access 

computer users from the U.S. Impact Study with that of 

the CPS from 2009, which is conducted by the U.S. Cen-

sus Bureau. The chart provides an indication of whether or 

not public access users make use of the service at a rate 

that would be expected given their numbers in the general 

population. As can be seen from this chart, the percent-

age of users for most age categories are comparable to the 

percentage of people in the same grouping in the general 

population, except in two cases. In these cases, there is 

a statistically significant difference between the propor-

tion of public access users in a given age category and the 

proportion of people in the general population. The propor-

tion of young people between the ages of 14 and 19 who 

reported public access computer use is 16.4% compared 

to 8.8% in the general population. Among 25- to 34-year-

olds, a significantly lower number reported using public 

access computers than the proportion found in the gen-

eral population, 11.7% and 16.5%, respectively. In other 

words, public access services seem to be an attractive op-

tion for young people in their high school years but appear 

to be less so for a small segment of adults at a prime age 

for workforce participation. 

Figure 1. Age Comparison of Public Access Computer  
Users to General Population, 2009

Source: IMLS analysis of U.S. Impact Study survey data and CPS 
(October 2009 Supplement).
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Another measure that can be used to determine 

whether or not the public access users are significantly 

different from the general public is to compare the level 

of education of both groups. Educational attainment, like 

age, is highly correlated with computer and internet use.7 

As with the age comparison, the distribution essentially 

mirrors that of the general population (see Figure 2). The 

only statistically significant differences observed between 

the two groups are in the high school diploma category 

and the category of people reporting postgraduate study. 

Perhaps more interesting than the differences found within 

individual age categories is the general pattern that ap-

pears across all seven categories. For the three categories 

at or below the high school diploma level, public access 

computer users are slightly less prevalent than would be 

expected given their size in the general population. How-

7  Horrigan, J. B. 2010. Broadband Adoption and Use in America. OBI 
Working Paper Series No. 1. Available at http://online.wsj.com/public/
resources/documents/FCCSurvey.pdf.

ever, for the three categories above the high school diplo-

ma level, public access computer users are slightly more 

prevalent. In other words, public access computer users 

appear to have more formal education than the general 

population, although the observed difference is very small.

A third characteristic that would seem to set public 

access computer users apart from the general public 

is their access to computers and Internet in the home. 

There is a common assumption that public access 

computer users are generally less likely to have access 

to computers and the Internet at home, which is why 

they seek access through their local library. But here 

again, the available evidence does not provide a clear 

basis for this claim. Respondents to the Opportunity for 

All survey were asked a series of questions to determine 

whether or not they had access to computers and the 

Internet. Respondents were asked whether or not they 

had regular access in the home, at their work, at their 

school, at a community center, or in another place. The 

Figure 2. Comparison of Education Attainment of Public Access Computer Users to General Population  
for Persons Over the Age of 25, 2009
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User Type and Characteristics With Home 
Computer/
Internet 
Access

Without 
Home 
Computer/
Internet 
Access

Demographic Characteristics (not listed above)

Male 52.9% 65.4%

Female 47.1% 34.6%

White (Non-Hispanic) 74.6% 61.0%

Black (Non-Hispanic) 10.0% 18.6%

Asian (Non-Hispanic) 4.7% 1.2%

Other (Non-Hispanic) 2.4% 3.4%

Hispanic 8.3% 15.9%

Average age 48 yrs 39 yrs

Schooling above high school diploma 65.4% 50.4%

Below 100% of poverty 13.3% 32.5%

Between 100% and 200% of poverty 26.5% 33.5%

Above 200% of poverty 60.1% 34.1%

Work full-time 59.7% 62.8%

Work part-time 32.6% 29.1%

Frequency of Library PAC Use

Every day or most days 13.8% 31.6%

At least once a week 18.9% 34.2%

About one to three times a month 21.6% 20.4%

Less than once a month, but more than  
once a year

27.4% 10.6%

About once a year or less often 18.4% 3.2%

Regular Access at Other Sites

School 20.5% 35.2%

Work 27.2% 33.2%

Community Center 3.1% 9.7%

Someplace else 6.5% 37.5%
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vast majority of the library public access computer users 

(86.1%) reported they had “regular access to a computer 

and the Internet for your personal use” at home. This can 

be compared to the overall Internet and computer access 

rate of 90% for the general public in the CPS sample.8 

Furthermore, among the remaining 13.9% of respondents 

who did not have access in the home, 100% said that they 

had regular access through their work, school, community 

center, or another location. 

Characteristics of Library Public Access  
Computer Users
While public access computer users as a group may not 

vary significantly from the general profile of the American 

public, that does not mean that there are no important 

subgroupings within the users themselves. Table 1 provides 

a comparison of library public access users based on the 

presence of a computer and Internet in the home. The table 

highlights differences in demographic characteristics, the 

frequency of computer use in the library, and the relative 

availability of computers and the Internet in other venues.

The most notable difference among the public access 

computer users without home access is the fact that close 

to two-thirds of the users are men, whereas the gender 

distribution among people who have computers in their 

home is more evenly divided. Also, a higher proportion of 

library public access computer users who lack home ac-

cess are Black or Hispanic and are more likely to be poor. 

Though they are poorer as a group, public access computer 

users without home computers and Internet access are just 

as likely to be employed as the users that reported having 

home computers. 

Respondents who lack access at home are also more 

likely to be frequent users of library public access comput-

ers than people who have computers in the home. Over 

65% of these users reported using computers and the 

Internet in the library at least once a week or daily, com-

pared to 33% of the public access users who had access 

at home. They also reported consistently higher rates of 

access to computers and the Internet in other venues such 

8  It should be noted that the wording of the questions about home 
computer and Internet access between the two surveys differs slightly. The 
estimate of 90% is based on HENET3 variable, which corresponds the 
question: “Do you/Does anyone in this household connect to the Internet 
from home?” 

as schools, work, and community centers. This differ-

ence may be explained by the fact that the lack of home 

access would likely heighten awareness of alternative 

service sites.

Table 1. Characteristics of Public Access Users by Home 
Access Type, 2009

Source: IMLS analysis of U.S. Impact Study survey data.
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Examining the Many Uses of Public  
Access Computers
In addition to investigating who made use of public 

access computer centers, the U.S. Impact Study asked 

respondents about the type of information they sought 

when they logged onto the workstations in their local 

library. There were eight major categories of activities 

that were examined: social connections/communica-

tions, education, employment, health and wellness, gov-

ernment and legal, community engagement, managing 

finances, and entrepreneurship (see Figure 3). The most 

frequent use identified by respondents was in the social 

connection/communication category, which includes 

a range of activities such as email, chatting, pursuing 

hobbies, surfing the Internet, or gaming. Overall, 60% 

of the respondents reported using library computers 

and the Internet for this purpose, followed by education 

(42%), employment (40%), and health and wellness 

(37%). 

Figure 3 provides an overall ranking of the eight use 

categories for all public access computer users. While 

a single metric for all users provides a useful general 

benchmark, there are many different factors that might 

affect the kinds of information resources people access 

when they log onto computers in their local library. The 

unemployed may be more likely to access employment 

resources, young people may be more likely to make use 

of educational support resources, and the elderly may be 

more prone to access health information. 

To explore these questions, we looked at the relation-

ship between different social/demographic characteristics 

and the different categories of use from the study. In this 

analysis, the factors that appeared to have to most consis-

tent impact on the rate and character of public access use 

were the availability of a computer in the home and the 

age of the public access computer user. 

Figure 4 examines the differences in the rates reported 

for the eight categories, separating out respondents who 

have a computer and Internet in the home from those who 

do not. The chart essentially repeats the information from 

Figure 3 but reports on the two groups separately. Two 

things stand out in this presentation of the data. First, 

the pattern of use among people who have computers in 

the home and those who do not is essentially the same: 

for both groups, social connections uses were reported 

more highly than education uses, education uses were 

reported more often than employment uses, etc. Second, 

people who do not have access to computers in the home 

report greater use across all eight activity areas. In other 

words, the information needs for both groups appear to be 

essentially the same. The main difference between public 

access users who also enjoy access at home and those who 

do not appears to be the frequency at which they make use 

of different information resources. 

7%

25%

33%

34%

37%

40%

42%

60%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Entrepeneurship

Managing �nances

Community engagement

Government and legal

Health and wellness

Employment

Education

Social connection

Figure 3. Rank of Public Library Internet Use by Subject Area, 2009

Source: Becker, S,, Crandall, M. D., Fisher, K. E., Kinney, B., Landry, C., & Rocha, A. 2010. Opportunity for All: How the American Public Benefits 
from Internet Access at U.S. Libraries(IMLS-2010-RES-01). Washington, DC: Institute of Museum and Library Services.
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Figure 4. Rank of Public Library Internet Use by Subject 
Area and Home Access Type, 2009

Table 2 provides a more detailed analysis of the rela-

tionship between age and the type of information people 

seek through public access computers. In this table, we fo-

cused on the substantive uses of public access computers 

for people of different age groups, examining all categories 

except social connections/communication.9 To the right of 

this ranking, we report the top activities that correspond to 

the major use category. For example, the 14- to 19-year-

olds reported education as their top substantive use of 

public access computers. The activities in the gray area to 

the right display the top education-related activities among 

the people who selected the education use. 

From this table, one can see that the substantive uses 

listed by people of different ages essentially follow the 

needs and preoccupations that people have at different 

stages of the life course. Young people between the ages of 

14 and 24 identified education uses as the top substantive 

category, people between the ages of 25 and 54 identified 

employment as the top substantive category, and people 

55 and older reported health and wellness as their top 

substantive use category. Readers will note that for older 

users, the spread between the top substantive categories 

(health and wellness) and the bottom categories (civic 

engagement) is quite small, which suggests that the uses 

of the older users vary more widely than the uses reported 

by younger public access computer users. 

Discussion
The demographic analysis in this brief provides an oppor-

tunity to dispel some myths that have lingered regarding 

the target service population for public access computer 

services in U.S. public libraries. Through this analysis, we 

see that public access computer users largely resemble the 

general public in terms of age, education, and even in the 

overall rate of home computer and Internet access. 

The fact that many different people report that they are 

able to fulfill a wide variety of information needs is a clear 

indication that public libraries are providing much more 

than basic technology access. If there were no added value 

to utilizing a computer and Internet services through pub-

9  In this section, we have highlighted substantive uses for two reasons. 
First, the percent reporting social connections/communications uses 
are displayed in Figure 5. Second, substantive uses provide more detail 
about the social needs and interest of the users than communications 
functions. 

Source: IMLS analysis of U.S. Impact Study survey data.

While access to home computers may not significantly 

affect the kind of information people seek when they log 

onto the Internet through public library computers, another 

demographic characteristic does seem to play a role: age. 

Figure 5 displays the rate of social connection use (the 

most prominent among the eight categories) for users of 

different ages. This chart displays a clear relationship be-

tween the use of library computers for social connections 

and a person’s age, with younger users reporting much 

higher rates of social connections/communications use 

than older respondents. 

Figure 5. Percent of Library Public Access Users  
Reporting Social Connections/Communications Use  

by Age Category, 2009

Source: IMLS analysis of U.S. Impact Study survey data.
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Age Category Top Three Substantive Areas Highest Ranking Activity for Top Substantive Area
do homework for a class (64%)

14-18 years
Education (64%)  learn about college degree or certificate programs (28%)
   Civic Engagement (34%)       do an online assignment or take an online class (27%)
      Employment (28%)  

learn about college degree or certificate programs (51%)

19-24 years
Education (54%)    to do homework for a class (48%)
   Civic Engagement (54%)       to apply for financial aid (21%)
      Employment (35%)

search for a job opening or career opportunity (84%)

25-34 years
Employment (56%)    work-related research (64%)
    Education (42%)       work on a resume (55%)
       Health (35%)

search for a job opening or career opportunity (80%)

35-44 years
Employment (45%)    work-related research (67%)
   Education (41%)       work on a resume (54%)
       Health (37%)
  search for a job opening or career opportunity (80%)

45-54 years
Employment (49%)    work-related research (65%)
    Health (44%)       work on a resume (51%)
      Education (44%)
  learn about a disease, illness, or medical condition (88%)

55-64 years
 Health (46%)    learn about diet or nutrition (65%)
   Employment (43%)       learn about a medical procedure (58%)
     E-government (42%)
  learn about a disease, illness, or medical condition (87%)

65-74 years
 Health (39%)    learn about a medical procedure (62%)
   E-government (39%)       learn about diet or nutrition (62%)
      Civic Engagement (33%)

learn about a disease, illness, or medical condition (96%)

75+ years
 Health (37%)    learn about a medical procedure (67%)
   E-government (33%)       learn about diet or nutrition (57%)
      Civic Engagement (26%)
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lic libraries, then there would be no reason for the 86.1% 

of respondents who reported also having regular home ac-

cess to make use of these services in their local library. In-

deed, a recent Federal Communications Commission report 

found that even among households that enjoy broadband 

access, 33% report having used computers in the library.10 

These statistics clearly demonstrate that people are not go-

ing to the library simply to use the hardware. They are go-

ing to the library to complete school assignments, to find 

a job, to learn more about health and wellness issues, and 

much more.  With a combination of: accessible hours and 

locations, a wealth of digital and hard copy content, com-

puter and Internet access, and professional library staff, 

10  Horrigan, J. B. 2010. Broadband Adoption and Use in America. OBI 
Working Paper Series No. 1. Available at http://online.wsj.com/public/
resources/documents/FCCSurvey.pdf, p. 20.

it’s not difficult to see how many different people may find 

public libraries to be a more efficient place to meet their 

information needs than the computer in their home. 

One can easily imagine an alternative future for public 

access services in libraries. Had public libraries not made 

early investments in information technology or had they 

failed to keep pace with rapidly changing information tech-

nology environments and the public demand for up-to-date 

hardware and digital content, it is likely that they would 

not enjoy such widespread use. The investments over the 

years have been considerable and have enlisted many dif-

ferent actors. At the federal level, the Library Services and 

Technology Act, E-Rate funding, the Technology Oppor-

tunities Program, and the Rural Broadband Development 

Program have all contributed to the infrastructure found in 

public libraries. At the state level, coordination and plan-

Table 2. Top Substantive Uses of Public Access Computers by Age Category, 2009
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ning activities by state library administrative agencies have 

combined federal and state dollars to leverage the state’s 

purchasing power for hardware and digital content and 

provided staff development training across their states. Lo-

cal funding, which covers the vast majority of public library 

expenditures in the United States, have clearly helped 

make public access computing a nearly ubiquitous service 

in public libraries—one that continues to be relevant for 

all segments of their communities.

Of course, the future of public access computing 

services is not certain. Constrained budgets at the federal, 

state, and local levels continue to challenge state and lo-

cal library administrators to provide this capital-intensive 

service, while at the same time cutting expenditures across 

the board. At the state level, state library administrative 

agencies have reported much more pronounced reduction 

in staff and revenues than they have experienced in recent 

years.11 Future support for high-demand library services 

will depend heavily on the sector’s ability to communicate 

the value of these services and identify specific ways in 

which they improve the lives of individuals and build stron-

ger communities.

A new initiative by IMLS provides an opportunity to 

make a clearer case of how public access computer servic-

es through libraries make a difference in communities. In 

response to a recommendation in the National Broadband 

Plan, IMLS, working in cooperation with the University of 

Washington and the International City/County Manager’s 

Association, has developed the Framework for Digital 
Inclusive Communities. The principals for this framework 

are not focused on the technological aspect of the public 

access services, but rather on the social and economic 

aspects of inclusion. They address availability and afford-

ability, digital literacy, consumer protection, and acces-

sibility for people with disabilities. The targeted principals 

are substantively focused on issues such as education, 

economic development, health care, public safety, and 

civic engagement. By directly linking library services to 

social and economic concerns, the sector can broaden the 

narrow stereotype some segments of the public have of the 

11  Henderson, E., & Lonergan, J.. 2011. Majority of States Report 
Decline in Support for Library Services. Research Brief series, no. 3 
(IMLS-2011-RB-03). Washington, DC: Institute of Museum and Library 
Services.

library, as a mere provider of books and remedial computer 

support for a narrow demographic, to include its role as an 

important contributor to wide variety of community devel-

opment needs.

Carlos Manjarrez is the Director of the Office of Plan-
ning, Research, and Evaluation. Kyle Schoembs is a 
research assistant in the Office of Planning, Research, and 
Evaluation.

About the Institute of Museum and Library Services:  
IMLS is the primary source of federal support for the 

nation’s 123,000 libraries and 17,500 museums. The 

IMLS’ mission is to create strong libraries and museums 

that connect people to information and ideas. The IMLS 

works at the national level and in coordination with state 

and local organizations to sustain heritage, culture, and 

knowledge; enhance learning and innovation; and support 

professional development.
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Who’s in the Queue? A Demographic Analysis of Public 
Access Computer Users and Uses in U.S. Public Libraries. 
Research Brief series, no. 4 (IMLS-2011-RB-04). Wash-

ington, DC: Institute of Museum and Library Services.

The U.S. Impact Study was conducted by the University 

of Washington in summer of 2009. The mixed method 

national survey was administered at the point-of-service 

in public libraries across the country via a web-based 

tool and as a national household survey. There were over 

48,000 respondents to the study in the public data file. 

This data set provides information on the demograph-

ics of respondents and the nature of their public access 

computer use. For more information about the database, 

please contact Carlos Manjarrez at the Office of Planning, 

Research and Evaluation. The CPS is a monthly survey of 

households conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau for the 

Bureau of Labor Statistics. It provides a comprehensive 

body of data on the labor force, employment, unemploy-

ment, persons not in the labor force, hours of work, earn-

ings, and other demographic and labor force characteris-

tics. The 2009 computer use data is collected through a 

supplement to the CPS. The survey has included questions 

on Internet use since 1997.
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Budget cuts force libraries to re-examine roles 
By KRISTEN WYATT, Associated Press, June 21, 2011 
 
DENVER (AP) — A century after the nation's library building boom, public libraries are 
under siege: plunging tax revenues are forcing closures and staff cutbacks while e-readers 
and the Internet can make a library seem quaint as a place to find a book or do research. 
 
Yet amid severe cutbacks, libraries are finding novel ways to generate money and are 
rebranding themselves as crucial employment resources for people without computers and 
as community gathering places that cannot be easily replaced. 
 
"If there's any silver lining in the downturn for libraries, it's that it has really forced us to look 
at new ways of doing business," said Audra Caplan, president of the Public Library 
Association, a division of the American Library Association. "We can't depend solely on tax 
dollars anymore." 
 
Library directors are responding to the dwindling support from local governments by 
charging for premium services, selling passport photos and joining with DVD retailers to 
offer commercial movie-rental boxes in exchange for a cut of the sales. 
 
In the most extreme examples, some communities have decided to privatize library 
operations. 
 
On Thursday, the American Library Association meets in New Orleans to begin its annual 
conference and will address the funding crisis and ways to maintain services. 
 
There's no question libraries face an uncertain future.  A 2010 survey by Library Journal 
showed that 72 percent of surveyed libraries said they faced budget cuts in the previous 
year while 43 percent said they had made cuts to staffing.  Nearly one in five respondents 
expressed pessimism about the future of libraries. 
 
Even with the search for new funding sources, the shorter hours, slimmer staffs and 
declining offerings of books and DVDs have devoted library patrons worried about the 
future. 
 
"Libraries are everything — opportunities to come read, better yourself, find out what's going 
on.  But these days, it seems no one really cares about all that," said Charles Holt of 
Denver, a 50-year-old out-of-work cook who walks daily to a library to pass the time and 
search for a new job. 
 
These days, Holt is walking farther because his closest library branch is now open just four 
days a week.  Budget cuts in Denver threaten to shut his branch and up to half the city's 
library branches permanently. 
 
He said even in his relatively low-skill field of commercial cooking, he needs the Internet to 
find work. 
 
"Not everybody has a computer," said Holt, who said even some unemployment benefits 
require online applications. 
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Libraries as most Americans know them today are the product of Industrial Age 
philanthropy. Over a three-decade period that ended in 1919, steel baron Andrew Carnegie 
donated more than $40 million to build nearly 1,700 libraries in communities across the 
country, according to the National Park Service. 
 
Almost all public libraries rely on city and county governments to pay for staff, material and 
maintenance. Some communities have decided it's an expense they no longer can afford. 
Fifteen systems have been turned over completely to a private library company, a practice 
that is opposed by the American Library Association. 
 
In California, the state Legislature is considering a bill to restrict the privatization of public 
libraries, in part by forcing contractors to show that the change would save money. 
The bill was introduced by a Democratic lawmaker from Santa Barbara after he received 
complaints about declining service and higher fees at libraries in his district that were being 
operated by a for-profit company. 
 
The company, Library Systems and Services LLC of Germantown, Md., insists it offers 
communities a good deal by streamlining staffing and offering greater purchasing power for 
books and other material. Spokeswoman Mia Pezzanite said the company opposes the 
California legislation. 
 
"We believe it takes away from a city's ability to make choices for their communities," she 
said, adding that governments retain ownership of the buildings and material. 
 
The bill won narrow approval earlier this month in the state Assembly and is awaiting debate 
in the Senate. 
 
Outsourcing certain library functions is a more common approach.  Some libraries invite for-
profit test preparation companies to give basic courses or ask community college professors 
to lecture on their areas of expertise.  Some library systems also are adding revenue by 
giving patrons the option to pay for new releases or flexible return dates. 
 
A library in Shrewsbury, Mass., even sells sponsorships to keep the library open on 
Sundays. Businesses that donate $500 get a sign in the lobby highlighting their sponsorship. 
 
A library system in Hayward, Calif., has started a Netflix-like borrowing model in which 
customers who don't like traditional due dates can keep books or DVDs as long as they like 
(for $2.99 to $8.99 a month) and simply pick up another when they return the item. 
 
In Oakland, Calif., where city officials are considering budget cuts that could close 14 of 18 
branches, librarians have started "story time flash mobs," during which librarians with 
bullhorns read aloud in public areas to whip up opposition to the cuts. 
 
"I don't understand how someone could not be galvanized by someone saying they're going 
to close libraries," Oakland librarian Amy Martin said. 
 
In Denver, library staffers are using Twitter to promote community events and are talking up 
libraries' value as a job-placement center. The city is considering cutting about $2.5 million 
from the library system's budget next year, forcing about half the branches to close. 
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"People think the library is dead because of the Internet, but the exact opposite is true. This 
is where people come to find jobs, to learn how to use computers, to get material for their e-
readers," said Diane Lapierre, director of community relations for Denver Public Libraries. 
Librarians say that is especially true in a recession because libraries in many towns offer the 
only free computer and Internet access.  In Cincinnati, marketing and programming director 
Amy Banister said her 40-branch system has been overwhelmed by job-seekers even as 
budget cuts have reduced hours 10 percent. 
 
The websites for hundreds of public library systems now include online calculators that allow 
patrons to enter the number of books, DVDs and other materials they use as a way to see 
how much money the library saves them. 
 
Librarians concede that it's not always easy to demonstrate their value. In Aurora, a Denver 
suburb that closed nearly half its branches last year, library director Patti Bateman said she 
doesn't blame local officials who cut her budget. Libraries simply need to show they're 
essential, she said. 
 
"There are so many difficult choices to make," Bateman said. "You can't say, 'Gee, let's cut 
police.' You need fire protection. You need the roads. You need clean water. But you need 
libraries, too." 
 
Follow Kristen Wyatt at http://www.twitter.com/APkristenwyatt 
Copyright © 2011 The Associated Press. All rights reserved.  
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June 27, 2011  
 
As Wi-Fi Havens and E-Book Centers, Public Libraries Aren't Going Away Soon  
By Kit Eaton  
 

 
 
The American Library Association has just published its newest investigation into the state 
of the nation's public libraries, and the news is...actually rather good. You may think that odd 
in an era of ubiquitous alternative distractions to reading a real book--from iPads to Kindles--
but it's really these new high-tech devices, along with the Internet that's keeping libraries 
flourishing. The one fly in the ointment is that funding cuts seem to be threatening many 
services. 
 
While just a few years ago public libraries were all about borrowing books to read, or finding 
somewhere to study alongside handy text resources, the Net has changed much of this. 
Now 99.3% of the U.S.'s libraries offer Net access, via a public PC or open Wi-Fi, and 64% 
of libraries say they're the only free access point in their communities. With that figure 
stepping up to 73% for rural libraries, and 70% of libraries reporting that public use of their 
Net facilities increased in 2010, it's easy to see that the public library is still hugely relevant 
in a digital era. 
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But what are people doing in libraries nowadays? It seems that Internet nexus is extremely 
handy for people seeking jobs, via vacancy listings and other resources: 88% of libraries 
offer this, and 72% say their staff are helping clients fill in application forms. Meanwhile, 
25% of libraries are in partnerships with government agencies and other groups to build e-
government services--almost double the 13% figure from just two years ago. Though we live 
in a digital era that obviates many reasons to travel, it seems the library still is the social hub 
for data sharing. 
 
Meanwhile, the percentage of libraries offering e-books has lurched upward over recent 
years, and now more than two thirds (67.2%) of all libraries offer e-book access in some 
form. That figure is up from 65.9% last year, and a measly 38.3% in 2007. We can maybe 
see where Amazon's selling all its Kindles from the next statistic though: 87% of urban 
libraries have e-books, compared to just 52% of rural ones. 
 
Despite this compelling evidence that libraries continue to be vital hubs in many 
communities, the economic reality is not that great: 60% of libraries reported flat or 
decreasing budgets for this year, up from 40% in 2009. Similarly 16% of all libraries sliced 
their opening hours as budget cuts (and possibly increased tech-driven operating costs) 
impacted, and 17 states said that some libraries closed last year.  
 
Have local governments overlooked the humble library, with politicians forgetting that the 
library PC is a vital lifeline for millions of U.S. jobseekers? Considering recent 
unemployment news, this seems shortsighted. 
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8% of U.S. Adults Own Tablet Devices
Jack Marshall  |  Mobile  |  June 28, 2011 

Eight percent of U.S. adults owned a tablet device in May, up from the 5 percent that reported having one in November 2010, according 

to research by the Pew Research Center's Internet & American Life Project. 

 

Meanwhile, ownership of e-reader devices stood at around 12 percent, the research center said. Adoption of such devices continues to 

grow at a faster rate than tablets, having doubled from 6 percent market penetration in November of last year. In addition, hree percent of 

survey respondents reported owning both an e-reader and a tablet.

In terms of overall penetration, however, e-readers and tablets continue to lag behind devices such as cellphones and laptops. Of the 

2,277 respondents Pew surveyed for the research, 83 percent reported owning the former, and 56 percent the latter. MP3 player 

ownership stood at around 44 percent, meanwhile.

Page 1 of 28% of U.S. Adults Own Tablet Devices
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Frequently Asked E-book Questions from Public Librarians 

Prepared by the OITP E-book Task Force 
 
The OITP E-book Task Force is responding to FAQs sent to us by public librarians. 
(Future FAQs will focus on questions from the school library community). We anticipate 
that additional questions will be added over time.  
 
1.  What are e-books?  

An e-book is a digitally expressed narrative containing text and other media. Many 
e-books are electronic versions of printed books; increasingly authors and content 
creators are creating e-books with no print analogues.  Most current e-books exist as 
packages that can be read on computing devices using a browser-based application 
or on a dedicated e-reader device. Some e-books are enhanced and include indexes, 
dictionaries, maps, video, and geolocational or interactive elements such as 
simulations as an integral part of the book.  Most e-book distribution platforms 
permit bookmarking and annotations.  At this time, the majority of trade digital 
books that public libraries typically acquire do not presently have these features.   

 
2. How many libraries provide e-books? 

In 2011 two-thirds of U.S. public libraries offered e-books, up from 38 percent only 
two years before. According to Library Journal, 60 percent of libraries that do not 
currently offer e-books expect  to within two years. (Source: LJ/SLJ Virtual Summit: 
eBooks at the Tipping Point, October 2010.) 

 
3. Why do libraries offer e-books? 

Public libraries have established relationships with their communities that begin 
when parents bring their very young children to the library to read books, and these 
relationships continue through adulthood.   Many readers have purchased dedicated 
reading devices or multipurpose computer tablets and expect the public library to 
offer e-book downloads as an extension of print library lending. As people age and 
eyesight diminishes, e-books offer users the ability to enhance the reading 
experience by adjusting font size and screen background.   Print disabled users have 
an opportunity to gain access to millions of works previously unavailable to them. 
Library users want books in regular print, large print, audiobook and e-book 
formats.  Libraries want to offer the user the right book, in the right format at the 
right time.  E-books are now part of that service. 
 

4. What advantages do e-books offer over traditional print books? 
 E-book readers are compact; a single -book reader can hold thousands of 

traditional text based e-books. 
 E-book readers are  lightweight and portable 
 Using the most common lending technologies, users do not incur overdue fines 

because e-books “time out” on a patron’s reader at the end of the loan period.  
 Patrons do not have to come to the library to access and download e-books.  
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 E-book readers and browsers are more effective in meeting the accessibility 
needs of library users with print disabilities. Many have built-in screen readers, 
screen enlargement options and text-to-speech functionality.  

 E-books do not require shipping and physical processing like traditional print 
books, saving staff time and money.  

 When an e-book is returned, it goes back into circulation immediately with no 
time spent waiting for the user to return it.  E-books spend no time in a book 
drop waiting to be checked in and no time waiting to be shelved.  And there is no 
staff time or cost required for check in, check out, or shelving -- not to mention 
shelf reading! 

 E-books do not require shelving like traditional print and at some point this may 
reduce library capital costs.   

 There is a definite “cool factor” associated with e-books.  
 

5. What are the disadvantages of e-books? 
 Not all titles are available in digital format. 
 Not all publishers are releasing digital simultaneously with print. Libraries 

cannot easily select which titles they would rather have in digital format at the 
time of publication. 

 Libraries often pay a premium (hosting fees) for e-books rather than getting a 
discount from vendors for quantity purchases of print books. 

 Current reading experiences are enhanced with e-book readers, which may not 
be affordable for everyone. 

 Most current e-book retailers and distributors use proprietary digital rights 
management (DRM) software to control access to the e-book. 

 A standardized file format for e-books is still evolving, although EPUB 
dominates, with EPUB3 likely to see widespread adoption.  

 E-book use statistics usually cannot be tracked within the library ILS system. 
 Licensing terms of use for e-books may restrict user rights under the copyright 

law, such as library lending and fair use.  
 There are significant reader privacy concerns.  

 
6. How do libraries acquire e-book service? 

Some libraries provide the service as individual libraries, while others participate in 
a consortium which leases the books.  Most libraries use a vendor that hosts a site to 
manage the e-books and the portal that library patrons use to borrow the e-book.  
There are also several sites online that offer free e-books directly from authors, 
publishers or genre based interest groups. 
 

7. What impact does a vendor’s platform have on e-books? 
The procedures for downloading vary, which makes it more difficult for libraries to 
offer and support e-book service to the public. A library user may be unable to 
access and download e-books that are offered only in a propriety format that 
requires the use of a particular e-reader.  
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8. Do libraries loan e-book readers? 
Some libraries do, but this lending model might not be sustainable in the long term, 
and the legal issues remain unclear. Readers can be broken or stolen and their 
replacement adds financial burden to libraries.  As reader technology evolves, 
libraries have to purchase new readers supporting new features and formats.  
Traditionally, public libraries have focused more on providing the content rather 
than the appliance; readers are likely to fall in price, making it less necessary for the 
library to provide readers. 
 

9. Which e-book reader is best? 
It all depends on what the reader is seeking and what the customer is willing to pay.  
E-book readers vary in weight, screen size, resolution and digital rights 
management controls.  Library patrons are reading e-books on a variety of other 
electronic devices (phones, computers, and other handheld devices.)  The types of 
books a reader likes will also have bearing on the device they choose. Novels and 
nonfiction that are primarily text are well suited to black & white e-readers; while 
full-color or graphics-intensive books, such as children’s and lifestyle books, are best 
presented on multi-function tablet-style devices and computers. 
  

10. How are libraries responding to patrons’ questions regarding e-book readers? 
Libraries are working hard with the public to help them understand the new 
technology and how to use it. Staff help the public make sense of the complicated e-
book and e-book reader market place by offering instructional classes and tip sheets 
that provide information on how to make various e-book formats work on the 
patron’s particular reader. Libraries also provide public access computers with 
Internet connections that facilitate access to digital books. 
 

11. What would libraries offering e-books like to see happen in the future? 
 

 Interoperability of e-book readers and platforms so that all library e-books could 
be downloaded to any device. 

 The option to purchase rather than to lease e-books, in much the same way 
libraries purchase print books, audiovisual, and other materials. 

 Full integration of e-books into library catalogs so that the vendor’s site is 
transparent to the user. 

 Integration of e-book usage data into the ILS circulation module so that there can 
be a single place to generate circulation statistics for both print and digital 
material. 

 Integrated acquisitions workflow so that e-books can be selected and made 
available to patrons through the established materials ordering process. 

 Vendor collection development programs for digital materials that mirror 
programs now used for physical materials acquisitions, such as new title 
notifications plans and standing order programs. 
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 Reasonable pricing models comparable to those given on traditional print books. 

 [For a nice desiderata see:  http://www.openbookmarks.org/checklist/ 

12. Where do libraries acquire e-books?                                                                                      
Many e-books are available free online.  For more information on this subject go to: 

http://www.publiclibrariesonline.org/content/e-books-and-libraries-whats-available-free  
 
13.  What privacy issues are there related to e-books? 

New reader privacy issues emerge with digital book services. Reading history can be 
collected and analyzed and wind up in the hands of governments or third parties 
without the reader’s knowledge or consent. This information may be used for 
targeted advertising.  Libraries have strict reader privacy policies supported by 
state privacy law. The need for an updated federal privacy law in wake of the new 
digital environment is currently being considered by Congress.   

 
14.  How long will they be allowed to be on your shelf without re-buying? 

This varies by vendor and publisher.  In some cases there is a cap on the number of 
circulations.  In others there is no limit.  The supply chain is still in the process of 
establishing viable models. 

 
15. Can you use bookmarks? 

In most cases, yes.  
 
16.  Is the cover image available? 

Almost always.    
 
17.  What is the difference between Overdrive and vendors like Follett?   

OverDrive allows library patrons to select and download e-books.  The patron can 
transfer downloaded books to his personal e-reader.  The downloaded books expire 
(or, if you prefer, return themselves to the library) when due.  Follett’s focus is the 
educational market, offering books in bundles like “easy fiction.” Follett books can 
be read via a browser.  Many of their titles are delivered content via TITLEWAVE®, 
TitleWise®, and TitleCheck™ - their own proprietary, independent online products 
published and owned by Follett Library Resources. There is a license associated 
with the purchase similar to licenses for online journal databases. When you stop 
paying your annual subscription fee, you lose access to the books.      
 

18.  I am interested in know about length of time these e-books can be downloaded and do 
they just disappear after so many days?  
If a library uses Adobe Content Server and Adobe Digital Editions (as OverDrive 
does) the loan period is up to the library.  The patron can even choose from among 
multiple loan periods.  When the loan period is up, the e-book “expires” on the 
patron’s PC or e-reader and can no longer be read.  
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19.  How many licenses are required if you have 6 to 10 people reading the same book at 
the same time? This has always stumped me. Once a library has purchased a license, 
must the library purchase more than one to allow access by its users? 
This varies by vendor and licensing model.  The default OverDrive model treats an e-
book like a hard copy book.  If you want 6 people to be able to read it at once, you 
buy six copies.  EBSCO has stated that they will offer plans that allow the library to 
pay more per “book,” but be able to loan that “book” to multiple users at once.  

 
20.  Is there another major vendor, like Overdrive we should be looking at for an expanded 

source of e-books?  
EBSCO and 3M have indicated that they intend to compete in the space OverDrive 
currently dominates.  They will release more details at ALA Annual in June 2011.   

21.  Are there vendors for Spanish language or other language e-books? 
Yes, you can find a selection of offering on the web.  Currently, Barnes & Noble’s  
Nook has the largest collection of Spanish language books on the market.   

 
22.  How burdensome are the technical support questions posed by library patrons? 

And is it worth the commitment, given the extent of time it takes for librarians to 
resolve some of the connectivity/downloading problems and other technical questions 
posed by our patrons? 
Tampa Bay Library Consortium, for example, has a digital book collection of over 
11,000 titles and serves patrons from seven library systems.  Questions that are not 
easily answered by public service staff go to the TBLC IT shop.  Questions they 
cannot resolve are forwarded to the OverDrive Support team.  About three 
questions per week come in on average.  Each library will be unique here, and your 
mileage may vary.  OverDrive is developing a (paid) service that will enable patrons 
to get help directly from OverDrive Support. Counter-question:  Is it worth the 
commitment to allow patrons to request hard copy books from home, select their 
own pickup location, and force the library to find the first available copy, pull it from 
the shelves, ship it to the patron’s chosen site, notify the patron, and then return the 
book to its home branch and re-shelve it when the patron finishes reading it? 
  

23.  Why isn’t this book available as an e-book? This is one we get all the time is. 
 The short answer is that not all publishers play along. As e-book usage in libraries 
and in the overall culture increases, it will make more sense to release the e-book 
first and sell it to anyone who has money. 

 
24.  Does the library own the e-books we purchase? 

With OverDrive and probably most other vendors, the library does not own the 
book.  It may have a perpetual lease, but it cannot resell the book, give it away, or 
lend it via ILL.  It cannot even lend it to its own patrons without going through the 
vendor’s site.  There are exceptions.  For example, Douglas County Libraries are 
working with the Colorado Independent Publishers Association and will own e-
books they purchase for lending to their community.  The Internet Archive has a 
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“Publishers Program” where they are seeking to purchase titles that are then made 
available through lending.   

 
25.  What format should we get?  

That will depend on the devices your patrons have and the uses they intend for the 
e-books.  EPUB is an open standard supported and endorsed by the overwhelming 
majority of publishers, distributors, and trade associations, including the American 
Association of Publishers.   

 
26.  Is there an industry standard for e-books? 

There is a standard format adopted by the International Digital Publishing Forum.  It 
is EPUB.  In practice, differing DRM systems prevent device interoperability, and the 
quality of digital books differs across publishers.  However, there are a growing 
number of validation suites for EPUB which supports their standardization.  A new 
version of EPUB, EPUB3, has been released for final comment before publication as 
a standard.  See http://idpf.org/epub/30/spec/epub30-overview.html.   

 
27.  What is DRM?   

DRM is Digital Rights Management.  It is a way of securing an e-book (or music or 
other digital file) so that only someone with the correct key can open it and use it. 
 

28. How does DRM work? 
There are many different forms of DRM, just as there are many types of physical 
locks.  One simple form uses time and date and takes advantage of the fact that 
computers have built in clock calendars.  The e-reading software on the PC checks 
the current date and time whenever the e-book is opened.  When the current date 
and time are later than the e-book’s due date (which the e-reading software knows), 
it refuses to open the book.  Some DRM systems rely on the credit card of the 
purchaser.  Some use a complex encryption of the text and build the decryption key 
into their proprietary e-reader. 

 
29.  Can all e-books be loaded onto a device, or does it depend on the vendor and the 

device?                                                                                                                                                   
It depends on the vendor and the device.  An EPUB book with no DRM could be 
loaded and read on any of several devices.  An AZW book from Amazon can be read 
only on a Kindle. 

30. Why can't I open my new e-book on my device/computer?                                            
There are over two dozen e-book formats and probably at least that many DRM 
schemes.  E-books are available from many sources.  There are multiple computer 
operating systems (Windows, iOS, the Linux family, etc).  If you want to open a Word 
document without having to fight with your HP PC, get Microsoft Word.  If you have 
a Mac, use products that Apple supports.  If you have a specific e-reader brand, and 
you get books only from that e-readers’ vendor (e.g. Nook and Barnes & Noble), it 
will probably work easily.  If you try to read an e-book with an unknown format and 
DRM on the first e-reader than comes by, you are likely to run into problems.  
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Getting comfortable in this is not rocket science, but it goes beyond what an FAQ can 
offer. 

31.  Can I convert one e-book format into another that I can read?                                       

You can convert almost any format into any other format.  You can do this on the 
Web at http://convert.com and you can download the “calibre” software free from 
http://calibre-ebook.com.  If the book is protected by DRM, you may not be able to 
convert it.  A search engine will let you find sites that claim to have software that 
will strip DRM from e-books and allow you to convert them.  Their claims may or 
may not be true.  If they are true, using the software may or may not be legal. 

32.   What publishers will not sell e-books to libraries? (It would be helpful if the answer 
included the subsidiaries as well as the main publisher name.)   
MacMillan and Simon & Shuster. Some of their subsidiaries, however, do sell e-
books to libraries. 
  

33.   What publisher will only sell e-books to libraries for a limited number of checkouts?  It 
would be helpful if this included subsidiaries as well.   
Only HarperCollins at this time. Some subsidiaries of HarperCollins do not limit 
checkouts.  

 
34. How can I interlibrary loan an e-book? 

OCLC has developed software that will enable some ILL of e-books.   
 
35. One of the issues creates a dilemma for me at work. One of our missions is to serve the 

public libraries around the state. The big, urban centers are doing fine, but some of the 
small rural libraries are way behind… 
Small libraries may have trouble filling a patron’s needs for best sellers.  But, if 
helping students with assigned reading is one of their roles, the existence of so many 
of the required reading classics as freely downloadable files is a slam dunk.  You can 
get the book for the student even at the last moment after all the hard copies are out.  
And he can keep it.  You can provide one for every person in the class.  All for free.  
You can add a bib record to your online catalog with an 856 tag that links out to the 
file at Project Gutenberg or Open Library and “own” the book for all intents and 
purposes.  E-books are great for poor and/or remote libraries. 

 
36. What are the advantages and disadvantages of e-books for people with disabilities? 

Advantages might include text-to-speech capabilities and font enlargement.  
Disadvantages might be DRM employed by publisher to prevent text-to-speech 
functionality.  On the newer dedicated e-readers, on iPads, on smart phones and on 
laptops, it is easier to turn a page than it is with a hard copy book.  You often have 
multiple ways on the same reader to turn a page:  a screen tap, a key press, a mouse 
click, or a ‘flick’ of the finger. 
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3M branches out with  
e-readers for St. Paul  
public libraries 
 
By John Welbes 
jwelbes@pioneerpress.com 

Updated: 07/08/2011 11:59:18 AM CDT 

3M Co.'s new cloud library system will touch  
down first in St. Paul.  
 
With its own 3M-branded e-reader and  
software that's compatible with many tablet  
devices, the Maplewood-based industrial  
manufacturer is looking to expand its  
presence in libraries.  
 
The first step for that new business line  
comes next month, when 3M's new e-book  
technology - including e-readers that can be  
checked out by patrons - is introduced in  
the St. Paul Public Library system.  
 
Designed for ease of use, 3M says its cloud  
library system will allow users to check out  
an e-book with just a couple of clicks either  
at the library or online.  
 
"Libraries are spending a lot of time telling  
people how to download e-books," said Tom  
Mercer, product manager for the 3M Cloud  
Library e-Book lending service. 3M aims to  
simplify the process.  
 
After Mercer unveiled 3M's system at an  
American Library Association meeting in  
New Orleans recently, some technology  
blogs were abuzz with word of the new 3M- 
branded e-reader.

But 3M's e-reader isn't built to compete with  
Amazon's Kindle or other gadgets targeted  
toward consumers. Instead, 3M's product is  
designed for libraries to loan to library  
patrons.  
 
"It's not loaded with games and bells and  
whistles," Mercer said. 3M's e-reader also  
won't allow you to surf the web. But a cloud- 
based system means that once you're a  
registered e-book user at the library, "you  
can check out a book anywhere, with any  
device, and it can go to all your other  
devices  
 
connected to the cloud," Mercer said.  
 
3M's system also allows users to make  
bookmarks and take notes, as does  
Amazon's Kindle and other devices.  
 
The difference: "When that book gets  
returned to the library, they'll still have  
access to their notes," Mercer said, "maybe  
something they want to share at book club."  
 
Allowing library patrons to check out an  
actual e-reader does come with some  
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security concerns. But the St. Paul libraries  
are comfortable with the risk.  
 
"Our biggest focus is giving access to  
people who can't afford them," said Sheree  
Savage, a spokeswoman for the St. Paul  
libraries. With any library materials, security  
is always a concern, she said. But the 3M e- 
reader only can be used to read materials  
available from the library, so this reduces  
the chance that someone might walk off with  
it, she said.  
 
The 3M books on the cloud "live" on your  
device only as long as the library's checkout  
period, and then they stop working. You can  
renew them, of course.  
 
And just like paper books, there will be a  
finite number available in an e-book format  
of any single popular title. That means you  
can anticipate waiting lists for some e- 
books.  
 
The 3M system also uses a 3M "Discovery  
Terminal" in the library itself, where patrons  
can find, check out and download an e-book. 3 
M has been working with publishers and  
has about 60,000 titles available in its  
system, though the number will continue to  
grow.  
 
And while the 3M technology will be  
compatible with many tablet-like devices,  
Amazon's Kindle currently isn't one of them.  
 
E-books have been available for checkout at  
the St. Paul Public Library for a couple of  
months, ever since the libraries started  
offering OverDrive, a content distribution  
system that competes with 3M's cloud  
product. It manages digital book loans on  

consumer-owned devices like Kindle, Nook  
and others.  
 
OverDrive will remain in the St. Paul libraries,  
said Savage, the spokeswoman for the  
libraries. The e-books available right now  
are "very popular," she said. Most patrons  
load the e-books through their personal  
computers, then transfer them to reading  
devices, she said.  
 
3M technology has a 40-year history in  
libraries, tied to the checkout process and  
security. Earlier this year, 3M announced a  
"strategic relationship" with txtr, a German  
company that makes an e-reader similar to  
the Kindle.  
 
While txtr is doing the software development  
for 3M's cloud library system, 3M decided to  
contract with a different supplier for the  
actual 3M-branded reader, Mercer said.  
 
3M is lining up 10 "beta" accounts - or  
ordinary-use testing sites - for its new cloud  
system. St. Paul's public libraries are the only  
Minnesota site.  
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St. Paul's Sun Ray library branch - just  
blocks from 3M's world headquarters - will  
be a focal point for the initial deployment of  
3M's cloud system. A 3M Discovery Terminal  
is set to be in place there by the middle of  
next month, Mercer said.  
 
From its broader line of library products, 3M  
has provided the Sun Ray branch with radio- 
frequency identification tags, security gates  
and other devices to give the branch the  
latest technology.  
 
"We want (Sun Ray) to be a living lab," for the  
3M products, Mercer said. Because it's so  
close by, 3M employees often are on site,  
and "our engineers interact with patrons and  
librarians."  
 
John Welbes can be reached at 651-228- 
2175. 
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The first Google eBooks-integrated e-reader: iriver Story HD   7/11/2011  
(Cross-posted from the Inside Google Books Blog and the Google Commerce blog) 
 
Starting this coming Sunday, July 17, the iriver Story HD e-reader will be available for sale in 
Target stores nationwide and on Target.com. The iriver Story HD is the first e-reader 
integrated with the open Google eBooks platform, through which you can buy and read 
Google eBooks over Wi-Fi.  

 
 
The iriver Story HD, which retails for $139.99, is slim and lightweight with a high-resolution E 
Ink screen and a QWERTY keyboard for easy searching. It includes over-the-air access to 
hundreds of thousands of Google eBooks for sale and more than 3 million for free. With the 
Story HD you can now browse, buy and read Google eBooks with your e-reader through Wi-
Fi, rather than downloading and transferring them from computer to e-reader with a cord as 
you can already do with more than 80 compatible devices. 
 
We built the Google eBooks platform to be open to all publishers, retailers and 
manufacturers. Manufacturers like iriver can use Google Books APIs and services to 
connect their devices to the full Google eBooks catalog for out-of-the-box access to a 
complete ebookstore. You can also store your personal ebooks library in the cloud—picking 
up where you left off in any ebook you’re reading as you move from laptop to smartphone to 
e-reader to tablet. 
 
In December, Google eBooks launched with the ability to read Google eBooks on any 
device with a modern browser, on Android and iOS devices using the Google Books mobile 
apps, through our Chrome Web Store app and on compatible ereaders. Since then, we’ve 
added new retailers—growing to include more than 250 independent bookstores—and 
made Google eBooks available in Android Market. We’ve also extended our affiliate network 
and updated our family of Google Books APIs. 
 
The Story HD is a new milestone for us, as iriver becomes the first manufacturer to launch 
an e-reader integrated with Google eBooks. You can learn more about the Story HD on the 
iriver website. 
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Stay tuned for more Google eBooks-integrated devices to come. If you’re a manufacturer 
interested in integrating your next device with the Google eBooks e-commerce platform, 
please contact us at books-devices-request@google.com. 
 
Update 7/13: We've corrected the word "e-ink" to the more precise "E Ink" as that is the 
technology brand used in the device's high resolution screen. 
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July 14, 2011 
 
To:  The Library Board of Trustees 
 
From:  John Stoneberg, Library Director 
 
Subject: Report of the Library Director  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Presto iPads Endeavor (PIE) 
 
Throughout June, library staff continued to work steadily on PIE and conduct background 
research and information gathering.  Some of the activity included:     
 
The initial organizing meeting of the PIE Team was on June 9.  At that meeting, 19 staff 
members discussed what needed to be addressed as staff moves forward including: 
equipment and accessories purchases; a possible roll-out schedule; e-content (including e-
books, e-audiobooks, apps, websites, short cuts, etc.); subject/topic groups; placement and 
circulation (for checkout, in-house, staff and training and for home delivery); the iPad 
reservation software and/or process; iPad agreements; circulation policies and procedures; 
statistics; customer surveys, fees (for overdues, damage, parts, replacement); storage; 
processing (labels, etc.); security; staff and customer training and programs (e.g., training 
materials/handouts, information supplied to customers, etc.); maintenance (charging, 
cleaning, clearing memory, re-imaging, etc.), upkeep, replacement; PR, publicity, 
programming (including webinars), media talking points, FAQs for customers and media and 
social media; use of the library website; and purchase and set up of an electronic video 
magnifier.  (Note:  We are looking into an alternative to MobileMe for security since Apple 
stopped accepting new subscribers in early June.)   
 
A PIE e-content group met on June 22 and group members included Reference Services 
Manager Renee Ponzio, Associate IIs Cindy Westphal, Larry Nickel and Kathy Herfel and  
Assistant Is Theresa Boetcher, David Dial and Isa Small—all from Reference; Youth 
Librarian Dayna Lovell; Electronic Resources Facilitator Jeff Burns; and me.  Information 
about e-books and e-audio books was shared and the group received a list of what had been 
added to the iPad.  E-books take up much less space than e-audiobooks and e-videos take up 
considerable space.  Because e-videos take up so much space,  it was decided that the iPad 
would simply have links to locations where the customer could download movies if they 
wished to.  
 
A list of apps that are on the iPad was viewed by the group.  Several questions came up about 
the apps themselves and what the group wanted to do.  After some discussion, it was decided 
that if the free apps offered good value then the fact that they had advertising or even areas 
that one had pay to see it would be worth having on the iPad.   We agreed we are about 
“free” as much as we can be.  With age restricted content, it was decided that if it was a 
worthwhile site then it too would be added as the customer has to be 18 or older to check out 
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the iPad.  We will emphasize the library website and the products that it offers.  Isa discussed 
the change in the iTunes account: iCloud is being used now which automatically updates 
those devices that are already synced to that account without doing anything to the device.  
This may raise concerns as to the number of devices we can have per app if we purchase any 
apps. 
  
A general FAQ will be put together on how to use the iPad along with what it available 
offline and what links are on the device.  The FAQ will go on the library website page about 
the iPad as well as some basic information in paper form to accompany the iPad.  We will be 
looking into other types of e-content.   
 
A list of categories that Isa and Cindy are working on breaks the apps and links down  so that 
customers will not have to look at lots of apps to find categories they might be interested in. 
There will be further discussion on this.  The library website will be a major part of what the 
customer sees.  The library homepage will be the first place that is shown on the Internet 
browser (Safari) as well as other links in the subject folders.  Isa told the group about being 
able to see the last 5 apps looked at on the device when returned, but this will not tell us if 
they were just browsing or used the app.  Other means for gathering statistics will need to be 
investigated. 
 
A draft of a possible customer survey was looked at as a starting point for future discussion. 
Possible locations are online, on the iPad and/or in paper form.  We could consider asking 
customers to take survey while the iPad is being checked in. The group will need to decide 
what it is they want to know from the survey. 
 
The group viewed sample bags/containers that could be used to house the iPad.  Reference 
will look the samples over, try them out and report back.   
 
The iPads arrived on June 24. 
 
The PIE circulation group met on July 6.  Circulation Manager Laura Miller (who is the 
group chair) and Assistant I Kimberly Kohls represent Circulation, Kathy Herfel represents 
Reference and Home Delivery and Business Manager Teresa Kriese and Assistant Director 
Mark Troendle represent Administration.  The group will also call on Renee, Jeff and other 
staff to provide input and expertise as needed.   
 
This first circulation group meeting focused on circulation policies and procedures, 
borrowing agreement forms and storage of the iPads.  Well in advance of the meeting and in 
preparation to discuss the subject of borrower agreement forms, Mark provided members of 
the team with numerous examples of agreement forms and procedures other libraries use 
when lending electronic devices.  At the meeting, consensus coalesced around what needed 
to be conveyed in any agreement form signed by a customer.  Laura and Mark have since 
been collaborating on a draft of the actual form.  Assistant City Attorney Steve Bohrer was 
also contacted and has provided feedback on points to consider in any agreement form to be 
signed. The committee meets again in mid-July to review its progress and delve into the 
specifics of circulation-related policies (late fees, damage fees, replacements, etc.) and 
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procedures (labeling, placement of barcodes, inspection process, etc.) as well as storage.  The 
reservation process and statistics will also be discussed in greater detail in the coming weeks. 
 
Other Highlights 
 

 Staff, especially Business Manager Teresa Kriese, met on and prepared the 2012 
budget.  The main management team meeting was on June 2.  Julie Gast’s last day 
was June 3.   Teresa and Administrative Associate Jackie Hagenbucher worked 
together  to get the 2012 budget documents mailed to the Library Board on July 7.  
Once again, I appreciate all the work and effort that Teresa, Julie, Jackie 
Hagenbucher and others put into bringing the budget to fruition. 

 Met with Mark, Teresa and City building supervisory staff, Bob Boecher and Rod 
Bonesteel on June 7 to re-evaluate building priorities for 2011.  Based on feedback 
from the City staff and from outside experts, it was decided that we needed to wait on 
the elevators until 2012 in order to have sufficient funds for possible jack 
replacements.  Instead, the following projects are planned for 2011:  heating water 
system pumps and water coils replacement; building brick facing; roofing (metal 
parapet caps and counterflashing); and a lighting control panel replacement.  These 
projects are estimated to cost about $267,000.  In 2012, refurbishment and updating 
of two elevators (one public, one staff) and the possible replacement of both elevator 
jacks are scheduled as well as what will be phase one of the replacement of all the 
library building windows. 

 The 15th Annual Breakfast in the Valley was held on June 10 and library staff 
members Theresa Boetcher, Jackie Hagenbucher, Kathy Herfel, Jolene Krimpelbein, 
Jill Patchin, Renee Ponzio, Sharon Price, Donna Swenson, Mark Troendle, Cindy 
Westphal and I served as a 6:30-8:30 a.m. section team and joined more than 300 
volunteers to serve almost 3,300 attendees and celebrate the importance of agriculture 
to the Eau Claire community.    

 On Friday evening and Saturday morning, June 10 and 11 in the Library’s Eau Claire 
Room, I joined other City department directors and the City Council to continue work 
on updating the City’s 2010-2012 strategic priorities in sessions led by Craig Rapp 
who has been shepherding the City through this process.  The City management team 
continued with a meeting with Craig Rapp on June 29 that I attended.  Another 
meeting with Rapp was held with City department directors and division heads that 
both Mark and I attended on July 7. 

 Chaired an IFLS Advisory Council of Librarians meeting on June 13. 
 Mel Erickson, Eau Claire County Director of Planning and Development, let me 

know on June 6 as part of a conversation on a different library matter that the Eau 
Claire County Committee on Administration would have the Countywide Library 
Services Agreement on its agenda for their regular meeting on June 14. 
 
According to Mel, the agenda item was at the request of the Eau Claire Towns 
Association.  He said the Association was asking the Committee to review the 
agreement and look at a possible end to it and, instead, defer to state library funding 
law.  (The agreement does not give the townships the ability to terminate the  
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contract--the County must request that since the agreement is between the County, the 
municipalities and the libraries.) 
 
When the Committee on Administration met they voted unanimously in support of 
the current countywide library services agreement.  This meant that the full County 
Board would not be taking up the matter.  Mel did a great job of discussing the 
agreement with the Committee and I appreciated IFLS Director John Thompson and 
Altoona Library Director Mary Vernau being there as well as Teresa Kriese and 
Stella Pagonis. 

 As you may remember, Jeff  and I were working with City Manager Mike Huggins at 
the end of 2010 on his effort to jumpstart an online community forum.  Like the 
library has been trying to do with other partners such as Clear Vision and the 
Chippewa Valley Museum’s Chippepedia (as part of the library’s civic engagement 
component of its strategic plan), the library offered to host the forum (provide space 
and set up for it) on its website. 
 
Community volunteers are now working to open an online Eau Claire Community 
Forum by this September and Jeff and I are on the steering committee for the forum.  
The Community Forum will be an ongoing online discussion about community life in 
the greater Eau Claire area and the health of our local democracy.  The initial 
members of the steering committee are Ken Fulgione, Steve Anderson, Tom 
Davenport, Rick Kayser, Kerri Kernan, Don Mowry, Mike Huggins, Jeff and I.   
Members of the steering committee met on June 15 for introductions and on June 24 
for training. 

 
The goals of the Community Forum are to:  give everyone a greater voice in the 
discussions and decisions that affect our community; increase civic participation and 
contribute to the development of an informed and engaged citizenry; spread 
awareness about issues in our community; connect people with diverse interests and 
backgrounds across the community; encourage more input into solutions to local 
problems; and build community.  The Forum will be a place where community 
members can have conversations about local topics ranging from local service 
experiences and recommendations to lost pet notices to announcements about 
neighborhood and community events to discussions of community priorities. 
 
The Eau Claire Community Forum is being hosted through E-Democracy.org, a non-
profit, non-partisan citizen-based initiative launched in 1994.  The Community Forum 
will open when 100 registrations have been received, and will operate under simple 
rules established by E-Democracy.org:   discuss local issues only; be civil (fair, calm, 
and polite) at all times; sign your messages with your full, real name; and do not post 
more than two messages a day.   Registration for the forum is simple: Go to  
http://forums.e-democracy.org/groups/eauclaire/join.html  

 Susan Bruce and I attended the monthly Friends Board meeting on June 20. 
 Attended the quarterly Eau Claire Chamber Eggs & Issues breakfast where state 

legislators Bernier, Moulton, Olson, Petryk and Vinehout spoke on June 24. 
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 Wisconsin Public Television held a community planning session at ECRAC on June 
28 for its jewel box project and I attended on behalf of the library.  Wisconsin Public 
Television has selected the State Theatre in Eau Claire for the taping of its first jewel 
box program featuring Five by Design’s Club Swing.  The production will be taped 
before a live audience on September 30.  The “jewel box series” will focus upon 
historic theaters, spotlighting arts and entertainment from around the state. 

 On July 7, I attended a Good Life meeting at the Chippewa Valley Museum. 
 At the MORE Executive Committee meeting and budget hearing I attended on July 8, 

the Committee recommended a budget to the MORE Directors Council for 2012.  The 
budget does not include a proposed subscription to Innovative’s Reporter for $32,750 
but does include $61,048 toward the purchase of e-content through the Wisconsin 
Public Library Consortium (WPLC).  WPLC formed a digital media buying 
committee which issued a report recommending that WPLC purchase $1,000,000 
worth of e-content in 2012.  $300,000 of that is supposed to come from LSTA grants. 
The remaining $700,000 will be funded by the public library systems.  According to 
the formula this committee used, IFLS would be responsible for $61,048. In order to 
meet this obligation, IFLS would put $5,000 toward it and the MORE libraries would 
be responsible for the remainder.  This will cost LEPMPL $10,998 in 2012.  The 
MORE Directors Council will vote on the 2012 budget on July 22. 

 As the agents for the MORE DVD multiple holds project, Mary Blakewell and I 
completed the project work done every two months. 
 

  
From the Management Team & Staff 
 
Assistant Director/Human Resources 
 
Public Relations and Programming Services Manager Bess Arneson and Mark met several 
times over the past month in order to continue planning and refining details related to “11 to 
11 on September 11.” 
 
To help answer a question initiated by the Friends of the Library, Mark surveyed what other 
Wisconsin libraries have as a minimum age requirement for volunteers.  The range is quite 
varied.  For additional opinions and recommendations, Mark requested input from Youth 
Services Manager Shelly Collins-Fuerbringer, Renee and City Human Resources Director 
Dale Peters.  Mark will be writing a draft policy on this subject in the near future. 
 
On June 8, Bess and Mark met with two representatives from the local Energy Service Corps 
(a branch of AmeriCorps).  This group promotes energy conservation to the general public 
through education and service.  They dispense information on how to reduce energy use and 
what programs are available to help conserve energy as well as provide assistance with free 
energy upgrades.  Statewide, their goal is to conduct 3,000 energy upgrades in 100 days.  The 
library sees this as a cross-promotional opportunity whereby the library can use its social 
media sites to get the word out about services provided by another government entity and 
offer meeting space for informational meetings while the Energy Service Corps can promote 
the resources the library offers on subjects like energy conservation and sustainability.  The 
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library even has watt meters that can be checked out by the general public so that the energy 
consumption of one’s own appliances may be measured.  This is another opportunity for two 
government entities to help each other. 
 
Safety and Security 
 
With the help of Reference staff, Library Associate II Larry Nickel viewed surveillance 
videorecordings to investigate multiple incidents of graffiti in the first floor men’s restroom.  
Police were called on two occasions and officers took photos of the vandalism.  Two possible 
suspects were noticed by staff on videorecordings.  With my permission, Larry turned over 
several recordings to the police. 
 
Larry met with two vendors regarding adding surveillance cameras and beginning an upgrade 
to digital network cameras with future replacements.  Both vendors offered to set up 
demonstrations in the near future. 
 
Larry investigated ways of securing the library garage, while allowing access to a vendor for 
disposal of some old library records.  Changing how custodial staff is scheduled for one day 
turned out to be the more straight-forward solution. 
 
Circulation 
 
June started out and ended busy for Circulation staff.  Checkout, check-ins and new library 
card applications numbers were up in June thanks in part to the beginning of the summer 
reading programs for both Children and Adults. 
 
Circulation Manager Laura Miller continues to attend and participate in the Meeting Room 
Reservation Focus Group.   
 
Information Technology (IT)  
 
In June, IT Staff responded to and resolved 47 help requests from staff on a wide variety of 
issues.  Electronic Resources Facilitator Jeff Burns and Network Manager Kris Nickel also 
continued working with PIE including receiving a shipment of 50 iPad devices and some 
sample accessories.  Both participated in the first PIE committee meeting and have been 
working with Isa Small in Reference on several aspects of the iPad setup and configuration 
as well as fielding questions from many of the staff involved with PIE.  
 
Other highlights include:  
 
Kris Nickel 

 Completed migration of staff data and content to the new staff file server and retired 
the old server.  There was some fallout with some users' profiles attempting to map to 
the old naming convention which Kris fixed as needed. 

 Met with Mike Herkowski and Don Jacobs of Heartland Business Systems to 
determine hardware and software needs for the upcoming e-mail system conversion 
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(Novell GroupWise to Microsoft Exchange).  The timing for this is yet to be 
determined and will be dependent on the City of Eau Claire's timetable. 

 Worked with Teresa Kriese to remove Julie Gast’s computer equipment and set up 
and configure Teresa's hardware as requested, as well as worked with Cindy 
Berg with City IS staff to install and configure the new payroll system for Teresa. 

 Installed upgraded versions of Adobe products (InDesign, Photoshop, and Illustrator) 
for PRPS and YS Staff as well as upgrading the network backup software and moving 
the installation to a server with more total disk space. 

  
Jeff Burns  

 Created library accounts on YouTube and Flickr for uploading images/video for 
public access. 

 Configured and tested Google Analytics for Chippepedia website and its Chippewa 
Valley Museum staff . 

 Began uploading art prints to web for access from online catalog records. 
 Worked on door counters in YS and Circulation and contacted vendors regarding 

their setup.  
 Along with John, serving on the steering committee for an Eau Claire Community 

Forum that is being start.  The library is hosting the website for the forum and 
providing technical advice. 

 Imported Augusta obituary records into MORE obit database. 
 Continued work on new website with reference staff. 
 Continued work on iPhone/iPad apps for new website. 
 Completed editing software for MORE editors to add/edit obituary records. 
 Began configuration and testing of new meeting room booking software. 
 Tested new HTML 5 Video software for iPad use. 
 Added new slide shows to art gallery on website. 

 
Public Relations & Programming (PRPS) 
 
Sunny skies and light breezes provided ideal conditions for this year’s outdoor concert on the 
library “back lawn” along the river on June 4.  The Everett Smithson Band provided the 
entertainment with more than 170 in attendance.  PRPS staff made the arrangements 
(including set-up) for the concert and staffed the event and supervised volunteers. 
 
Besides regular tasks, other activities included: 
 
Larry Nickel (Library Associate II) 

 Developed instructions for meeting room audiovisual equipment.  
 Experimented with altering PDF files for color printing. 
 Began designing a promotional button for September 11 events. 
 Participated in PIE planning meetings.  
 Created a Shoe Box Show silent auction postcard. 
 Ordered additional signs as part of the current interior sign project. 
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Melany Bartig (PRPS Assistant II) 
 Along with Kris Jarocki, purchased supplies and assisted with preparations for the 

Summer Outdoor Concert. 
 Created thank you cards to be sent to the National Presto Foundation. 
 Created and installed four new signs in the adult new materials area. 
 Sent art show packets to participants in the Eau Claire Collects exhibit. 
 Ordered samples, requested quotes and designed images for giveaway products. 
 Updated the ArtsWest checklist. 

 
Kris Jarocki (PRPS Assistant I) 

 Helped move art show pedestals back to ECRAC. 
 Assisted with installation of the Summer Shoe Box Show; also typed the price list, 

assembled the artists’ statement book, printed and posted labels and produced a slide 
show for the website. 

 Made new music CD divider labels.  
 Printed, collated and prepared for mailing the 2010 Annual Report.  
 Printed and cut bookmarks. 
 Tested meeting equipment instructions. 

 
Technical Services (TS)  
 
Associate I Mary Blakewell and Technical Services Manager Sharon Price continue 
investigating the possibility of using Midwest Tapes as a major vendor for non-print 
materials.  Sharon has set up a time for a demonstration of the vendor’s online “cart” 
capabilities for selectors in early August.  It is hoped that it is similar to Baker & Taylor’s 
Title Source III cart structure that selectors have used for many years.  The customer 
representative, Jason Shirley, will also share information on setting up their ordering and 
invoicing process.  It is hoped that using Midwest Tapes would save selectors and 
acquisitions staff time. 

Cataloging Associate II Donna Swenson reported that the inventory of the YS collection for 
2011 is complete. 

Sharon met with Renee to modify the periodicals list as necessary.  Several magazine titles 
have ceased publication.  Renee had several new suggestions to be added.  There will be little 
change to the list submitted to the Collection Development meeting in July. 
 
Mary Blakewell placed the biannual order for art prints.  5 new prints were added to the 
collection.  They have been cataloged and processed and are ready for checkout.  One 
thousand dollars is subtracted from the music CD collection for art prints every other year. 

There are still many music CDs in the collection from before 1998 when the collection was 
brought out from behind the Circulation desk.  Hence, the labels on these have faded and are 
very difficult to read.  Technical Services began a re-labeling project for these items.  It is 
estimated that there are 400 CDs that need new labels. 
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MORE-Friendly:   

 Amery Public Library will be joining MORE in January.  LEPMPL catalogers spent 
3.5 hours on June 30 at Amery cataloging Amery items for the MORE catalog 
database.  Donna and Jenny worked on non-print items and Sharon did fiction books.  
Amery has 125,000 collection items.  Over 6,000 have been entered into the MORE 
catalog database.  The Amery bibs/items are suppressed as they are entered and will 
not be available for request or circulation until Amery goes live.  

 Catalogers downloaded 133 authority records to the MORE database from OCLC. 
 
Youth Services (YS) 
 
Youth Services kicked off the 2011 Summer Library Program on June 1 with a preschool 
party.  86 children and adults enjoyed stories, games, crafts and refreshments.  Children who 
signed up for a reading folder received a special prize.  YS hadn’t offered a program just for 
preschoolers before so this was a great way to get our youngest customers signed up and 
rolling with summer reading.  YS plans to hold a SLP wrap-up party for all ages at the end of 
the program on August 1.   
 
The summer reading program runs through August 1, but in June, over 2,000 kids and teens 
signed up for one of the four reading folders.  Staff is excited about the response and the kids 
are excited about the program and all the offerings.   
 
Storytimes and programs began on June 13.  Staff is offering storytimes for babies, toddlers 
and preschoolers.  In addition, we offer a drop-in craft session for school-age kids, a 
demonstration/hands-on program for school-age and performers each week for six weeks.  
There has been a great response to the two book discussion groups for upper elementary and 
teens.   
 
Youth Services Manager Shelly Collins-Fuerbringer was invited to come on Judy Clark’s 
morning show on WEAU to talk about fun picks for summer reading.  Youth Librarian 
Dayna Lovell spoke at a Clearwater Kiwanis Club luncheon about the summer library 
program.   
 
Reference Services (RS) 
 
Travel the World with Club Read, the adult summer reading program, began on June 1.  
Customers and staff complete their passport by reading three books of their choice, stamp 
their passport and then place pins on the map indicating where their books took place.  As of 
June 30, the registration count was 169 participants from the public and 35 staff with 
customers still signing up for the program.  Weekly drawings are held from the completed 
passports for a book of the winner’s choice. 
 
Reference Services Manager Renee Ponzio had the June picks of the month for the library 
website and highlighted summer activities.  Renee also sent materials to be digitized from the 
Special Collections area.  Renee attended the PIE content meeting, worked on a list of over 
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1,000 e-book titles for the iPads along with over 100 audiobook titles. Renee also did the 
reader advisory table for the last half of June called “Its Summer! Time to Grill” that went 
over well.  
 
Reference Associate II Cindy Westphal attended the initial PIE brainstorming meeting and a 
PIE content meeting.  In order to become more familiar with the iPads, Cindy has been 
adding apps to the Reference iPad.  She created a document of what apps has been added and 
the category or subjects the apps belong in.  Cindy continues to work with the focus group on 
meeting room changes and the group will be looking at reservation software for possible use 
on the library’s website.  During June, Cindy proctored 5 exams for students taking online or 
long-distance courses, updated the Author Alert page on the library website and continue to 
offer suggestions and content for the Reference area on the new website. 
 
Offering e-mail genealogy assistance, Reference staff looks up obituary requests, scans 
obituaries and then sends these requests to customers all over the United States.  During 
June, 7 obituaries were processed and sent electronically.   
 
Reference Assistant I Theresa Boetcher continues to update the Community Information 
Database and statistics for June included 41 records changed and updated; 1 new record 
added; and 3 records deleted.  Theresa submitted 47 interlibrary loan requests for customers 
and worked on a MORE multiple holds order for John Stoneberg,   Theresa continues with 
the dubbing project for the City Council meeting recordings from VHS to DVD.  Labeling 
for Special Collection items was updated by Theresa. 
 
Library Associate II Kathy Herfel revised the genealogy handouts which are found in the 
Reference 929s area and continues to post topics of genealogical interest in the Lois Barland 
Research Room. 
 
Reference Assistant I Isa Small did a database presentation for a group of students from 
Memorial High School featuring job searching resources.  She also worked with the meeting 
Room focus group evaluating new meeting room reservation software.  PIE keeps her busy 
and she continues to work on refining the process of loading and saving data onto the 
devices.   
 
Reference Assistant I David Dial assisted PIE by making near matches between a list of apps 
for purchase and a list of free apps.  The library will be choosing from the free apps he found 
and loading them onto the iPads for public use. 
 
Home Delivery 
 
The current Home Delivery customer total is 196.  One facility counting as 15 was taken off 
Home Delivery, 2 customers passed away and 2 were removed after being on hold for an 
extended period.  Eight new customers were added to Home Delivery and one person now 
has his wife included changing him from 1 to 2 people in the household receiving service. 
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Reminiscing with the Library at Heatherwood Assisted Living was attended by 5 residents.  
They had an active discussion about the weather and weather conditions. 
 
Kathy Herfel gave Home Delivery presentations at Orchard Hills Assisted Living and 
Milestone Senior Living/Memory Care.  Both places were on Home Delivery until recently 
when they decided it would be better to have books delivered to individual residents.  Five 
people attended at Orchard Hills and 3 at Milestone. 
 
New delivery bags were purchased for Home Delivery as the old bags were worn and needed 
to be replaced. Gift money was used to purchase them. 
 
Holds and Resource Sharing (HRS) 
 
Desk Clerk Michele Stellick met with Alice Hanson, the City’s Safety Coordinator, regarding 
Michelle’s job duties in HRS.  Alice made some initial recommendations and also met with 
Mark Troendle.  Changes have been made to the way bins are filled, how they are stacked 
and the amount that gets sent each day.  Staff will continue to monitor the situation. 
 
Assistant I Amy Marsh and Desk Clerk Jon Marten worked together to divide up some of the 
larger categories in the library’s CD shelving area.  PRPS made the new labels and Amy 
assembled and installed the new dividers. 
 
Non-skid tape was ordered and installed on twelve of the HRS carts.  Assistant I Jolene 
Morgan-Krimpelbein and Amy investigated new bags for offsite pick-up.  A sample was 
ordered. 
 
Esser glass was going to install the new glass tops for the work stations but there was a 
problem with the glass.  New glass was ordered and should be installed in early July. 
 
A unit staff phone list and “typical” schedule were distributed and posted.   
 
Staff will continue to monitor which libraries are packaging courier items excessively so that 
Renee can discuss it at the next MORE Operations meeting. 
 
Update on the Library’s Strategic Plan, Year 2011, Staff Details (July 2011 Update) 
 
Progress on the 2011 planning strategies were slowed down because of the introduction of 
the Presto iPads Initiative (PIE) and the Summer Reading Program.  (Update follows.) 
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FOCUS ON THE FUTURE:  THE LIBRARY’S STRATEGIC PLAN 
YEAR 2011:  STAFF DETAILS 

July 2011 Update 
 
 
GOAL 1:  Residents of all ages in the Eau Claire area are fully engaged in community 
life and enrich the quality of life in the area by taking advantage of opportunities to 
interact with their fellow residents/citizens. 
 
STRATEGY 1:  Explore ways to enhance the ongoing funding available for cultural 
programming and to create greater opportunities for civic engagement. 
 
Administration/PRPS: 

 Through Himmel & Wilson, investigate examples of successful sponsorship 
opportunities regarding civic engagement and programming. 

 Examine current allocation of time and determine what additional staffing would 
relieve professional/experienced staff of routine functions so they could concentrate 
on more goal-associated programming.  Goal-associated programming 
encompasses the library's commitment to offer lectures, discussion series, exhibits, 
performances and other events that provide opportunities for cultural, literary and 
educational growth. 

 Continue to promote Library meeting facilities to government and school officials as a 
neutral place to hold hearings/meetings and advertise the role of the Library as a 
“boundary-spanning organization.” 

 
NOTES:   Efforts need to be made to engage new users of libraries and groups with diverse 
interests.  Goal-associated programming and outreach to these interests will be highlighted. 
 
STRATEGY 2:  Enhance the quality of meeting room space to include appropriate 
technologies and more comfortable seating. 
 
Administration:   
Seek funding for the additional renovation of Chippewa Room. 
 
Circulation/Custodial/Reference/Youth Services:  Use process improvement method to 
review all procedures, policies, etc. regarding meeting rooms in order to ensure that the 
most efficient and effective use of them is being made. 

 
STRATEGY 3:  Evaluate the mix of adult programming and move toward hosting more 
programming planned with specific purposes/outcomes in mind. 
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PRPS: 
 Consider how the Library might engage groups and organizations that have not 

traditionally participated in library programming and work with them to possibly 
develop programs of interest to their members. 

 When requested, provide opportunities for PRPS staff to visit other libraries with 
exemplary programming, especially those offering highly interactive programs 
designed to increase civic engagement. 

 
Reference:  Conduct literature search to identify libraries involved in civic engagement 
initiatives and programs such as Socrates Café. 
 
UPDATES ON GOAL 1 
 
April  
 

 Staff reorganization allowed a new Library Assistant I (15 hours/week) in PRPS 
and a new Library Associate I (19 hours/week) in Youth Services to assist with 
moving ahead aspects of the strategic plan relating to programming and early 
literacy. 

 As a first step to renovating the Chippewa Room, new technological upgrades 
were completed.  

 The library hosted the first public information meeting of the Eau Claire 
Downtown Riverfront District Project on November 8.   Mark Troendle and I 
have been involved with the subsequent public information meetings on 
February 1 and April 7 and provided input.  On December 22, on behalf of 
library staff and the Board, I sent an e-mail with initial comments to Brian 
Amundson (the City Public Works Director) and Disa Wahlstrand (a Project 
Manager for Ayres Associates).   

 Reference staff reviewed the current Meeting Rooms Conditions of Use found 
on the library’s website and made suggestions and wording changes and 
clarifications to make the document easier to understand. 

 A process improvement focus group has been formed comprised of staff from 
several units to review the meeting room policies and procedures and to 
improve the way meeting room bookings are handled. 

 The Chippewa Valley Museum (CVM) has been working with community 
partners for over a year to develop a community cultural plan for Eau Claire 
County.  When it's done, this plan will be a tool for local government, funders 
and cultural organizations as they make decisions and set directions.    
 
Organizations represented in The Good Life core planning team include the 
Chippewa Valley Museum, the L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library, Clear 
Vision Eau Claire, the Children’s Museum of Eau Claire and the Eau Claire 
Regional Arts Center.  The project, called The Good Life, received national 
funding from the Institute of Museum and Library Services. The Good Life is 
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looking at where Eau Claire County residents think it is now, what it might be 
like in the future and what can be done to get it there.  First Kathie Schneider, 
then Susan Bruce, and I have been representing the library on the core 
planning team.  
 
CVM has learned a lot over the past several months from surveying county 
residents, both by mail and online.  They’ve also interviewed groups of county 
residents about what they think about Eau Claire County and the kinds of 
culture it offers. 
 
Good Life Eau Claire County held a public forum on March 29 at the Oxford 
(Eau Claire Children's Theater).  The forum presented some of the findings so 
far and asked the public to tell us about what they think Eau Claire County 
should do to add to the “good life” in our area.  Besides, Shelly, Mark and I, 
Bob Hauser volunteered to be a moderator.  The library lent the Good Life 20 
tables for this event.    

 At the MORE Directors Council on March 25, revised MORE by-laws were 
 The Chippewa Valley Museum officially announced ChippePedia on April 5.  

ChippePedia is a free online encyclopedia (that anyone can help edit) 
developed and managed by the Museum and hosted by the Library about the 
Chippewa Valley with technical assistance from Jeff Burns.  Using 
ChippePedia, you can share stories about what it's like to live in the Chippewa 
Valley and what makes it unique. You can also find information and history 
about the people, events and places that shape the Chippewa Valley.  You can 
access ChippePedia through both the Museum and Library websites. 

 
July 

 A focus group is in the process of reviewing current policies and procedures 
regarding meeting rooms.  Reservation software has been ordered and the 
group will be reviewing it for possible use in the future. 

 Configured and tested Google Analytics for Chippepedia website and its 
Chippewa Valley Museum staff. 

 Electronic Resources Facilitator and Library Director are serving on the 
steering committee for an Eau Claire Community Forum that is being start.  
The library is hosting the website for the forum and providing technical advice. 

 The City department directors and City Council met on two different occasions 
this quarter in the Eau Claire Room. 
 

 
GOAL 2:  Preschool children have new opportunities to develop early literacy skills 
that prepare them to enter school ready to learn and impart the joy of reading and a 
pattern of lifelong learning. 
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STRATEGY 1:  Focus greater attention on providing early literacy skills for preschool 
children, for their parents and for their care-givers.  
 
Administration:  Allocate funding to provide all Youth Services staff with additional 
education and training opportunities related to early literacy services. 
 
Youth Services Staff: 

 Conduct literature search and explore what other exemplary libraries are doing in 
regard to early literacy services. 

 Follow up with telephone conversations with management/staff of exemplary libraries 
that have implemented early literacy services that appear to match the needs of the 
Eau Claire area. 

 Document planning and implementation efforts to benefit other libraries in the future. 
 Provide opportunities for all Youth Services staff to participate in both formal 

education and less formal workshop opportunities for gaining information/skills 
needed to design and implement an exemplary early literacy program. 

 Explore categories of LSTA funding and determine whether funds may be available 
for pilot projects. 

 Explore other potential sources of funding with the school district to determine 
whether there are possibilities for collaboration on grants or requests to foundations. 
 

NOTES:  This goal and strategy does NOT represent an abandonment of the work that the 
library has already been doing.  Rather it represents a greater emphasis on a component of 
the youth services program where the library can make a unique contribution; preparing 
children to enter school “ready to learn.”  
 
STRATEGY 2:  Work collaboratively with educators to develop strategies that promote 
reading readiness.  Include attention to ESL/ESOL needs. 
 
Administration:  Support education and training of Youth Services staff as they prepare the 
new early literacy initiative. 
 
Preschool Program Planning Task Force:  Explore opportunities for funding that will 
benefit all participants including the Library. 
 
Head of Youth Services:   

 Establish a Preschool Program Planning Task Force to assist the Library in 
designing the new early literacy initiative. 

 Identify appropriate education and training related to the new initiative for each staff 
member in Youth Services. 
 

Youth Services Management:  Work with educators to identify best way(s) to engage 
children/families with at-risk children in the early literacy initiative. 
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Youth Services Staff: 
 Review and update written agreement with the school district to reflect a new, even 

higher level of collaboration and cooperation. 
 Involve representative of the school district, UW-Eau Claire’s College of Education 

and Human Sciences and other educators in exploring the way in which the library 
can achieve the greatest impact with preschool children. 

 
STRATEGY 3:  Act as a convener of organizations with a stake in providing early childhood 
and family literacy skills to develop plans for how to maximize the impact of individual 
organization efforts through cooperation and collaboration. 
 
Administration/Youth Services Management:  Seek funding for planning the early literacy 
initiative and to cover costs associated with convening and hosting the early literacy summit. 
 
Information Technology/Youth Services Management:  Establish an early literacy project 
website to keep all educators informed of the library’s plans and activities. 
 
Youth Services Management:  Identify organizations and individuals involved in early 
literacy initiatives in the greater Eau Claire area. 
 
Youth Services Staff:  Document planning and implementation efforts to benefit other 
libraries in the future. 
 
Youth Services Staff/Preschool Program Planning Task Force:  Plan early literacy 
summit to bring together stakeholders to discuss needs and opportunities for cooperation 
and collaboration. 

STRATEGY 4:  Acquire additional resources and tools needed to effectively implement early 
literacy efforts.  
 
Administration:  Identify potential sources of seed funding to provide resources needed to 
prepare for new early literacy program. 
 
Youth Services Management and Staff/Preschool Program Planning Task Force:   

 Identify professional collection needs related to new initiative. 
 Identify which participating organization (library, school district, University, etc.) 

should house and make resource materials available to program planners. 
 
STRATEGY 5:  Maintain a focus on making the introduction to books and reading “fun!” 
 
NOTES:  This strategy is included simply as a reminder that one of the Library’s unique 
roles is introducing pre-school children to the world of books and the joy of reading in an 
enjoyable way that encourages them to become lifelong readers.  While the intent of the 
Goal is to create an early literacy program that is extremely sound from a pedagogical 
standpoint, it is important to ensure that the “enjoyment” factor remains in place. 
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UPDATES ON GOAL 2 
 
April 
 

 Staff reorganization allowed a new Associate I (19 hours/week) in Youth 
Services.  This will allow Shelly to begin moving ahead aspects of the strategic 
plan relating to early literacy. 

 Shelly Collins-Fuerbringer worked with Leah Langby from IFLS to secure a 
presenter for October.  The presentation will be offered to all IFLS children’s 
librarians and will focus on the six early literacy skills with special emphasis 
on storytime ideas.   

 Shelly attended an early literacy workshop in March given by CESA 10.  The 
workshop presented ideas for creating literacy stations and resource tables to 
help promote early literacy in the library.   

 Sharon Price and Shelly Collins-Fuerbringer have discussed adding local 
subject and genre headings formulated for materials designated to enhance 
early literacy skills.  These subject headings would allow for quick and easy 
access for customers interested in designated materials. 
 
 

GOAL 3:  Residents of the Eau Claire area are offered relevant new resources, 
services and programs that are increasingly delivered in non-traditional ways that 
save a new generation of library users their time and money and contribute to their 
personal success and quality of life. 
 
STRATEGY 1:  Continue to work with libraries and other library organizations to obtain the 
most advantageous pricing on the licensing of proprietary content. 
 
Adult Services: 

 Explore the possibility of the involvement of UW-Eau Claire marketing students in the 
development of a promotional piece for electronic resources. 

 Continue to provide information about existing electronic resources. 
 Continue to evaluate usage of locally licensed resources and determine what to 

retain and what new resources to acquire/license. 
 Ensure that appropriate staff is trained to assist the public in answering their 

questions about databases, downloadable content and access to other digital 
content. 

STRATEGY 2:  Work with other libraries and library organizations to develop and implement 
applications that provide convenient access to relevant information through handheld 
devices. 
 
Information Technology:  Work with library staff and MORE to identify applications that are 
relevant to current users. 
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STRATEGY 3:  Consider the development of webinars to reach and educate staff and 
customers regarding the wide range of e-content and downloadable devices available 
including databases, the library web site, the MORE catalog, search engines, recommended 
web sites, etc. 

Adult Services/Information Technology/Reference/Youth:  
 Identify what topics need to be presented and who could present them as well as 

who could assist in the production of them. 
 Consider a plan for development and implementation of the webinars. 

 
STRATEGY 4:  Create physical spaces for teens and adults that highlight new technologies 
and create environments conducive to using them. 
 
Administration:  Develop a conceptual plan to determine the feasibility of creating a new 
enclosed teen space and upgraded adult information commons area. 
 
Administration/Adult Services/Youth Services:  Involve teen advisory group in planning 
and designing a new teen space and adult computer users in design of adult technology 
spaces. 
 
Reference/Youth Services:  Identify exemplary teen spaces and adult information 
commons areas in libraries and collect information, statistics, photos, etc. 
 
UPDATES ON GOAL 3 
 
April 

 
 Library staff has attended workshops and webinars featuring information on 

downloadable media. 
 Staff met with librarians at UWEC to explore and exchange resources available 

at each institution to better help and serve our customers. 
 In order to better promote them, library databases are featured on the “banner” 

area on the library’s website and staff has produced bookmarks promoting 
several available databases. 

 The library offers Freegal, a web-based product of downloadable music. 
 Working on the new version of the library website including content 

editing/migration with staff and mobile access integration 
 Tested mobile version files for WebOPAC  
 Reference staff has been using Jing to provide audiovisual tutorials on using 

Overdrive—the library’s web-based audio, e-book, music and video database 
where most materials can be checked out and downloaded to mobile devices. 
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July 
 
 Library staff has been actively involved in the Presto iPads Endeavor (PIE) 

through background research, information gathering, testing and 
procurement.  (See the monthly Director’s reports for more detail.) 
 
 

GOAL 4:  Residents of all ages in the Eau Claire area continue to have convenient 
access to a wide range of high-quality traditional library resources, services and 
programs that contribute to their quality of life and enable them to succeed at work, at 
school, and in their personal lives. 
 
STRATEGY 1:  Continue purchase of traditional/print materials that satisfy public demand 
and maintain a well-balanced collection. 
 
Administration:  Continue effort to ensure that budget for print resources remains healthy. 
 
PRPS:  Continue media efforts to underscore the continuing importance of print resources 
while recognizing emerging digital resources. 
 
STRATEGY 2:  Improve “browsability” of library collections through user-friendly/intuitive 
arrangement of shelving, enhanced displays and better signage. 
 
Administration/Adult Services/Circulation/ PRPS:  Continue work to create a uniform 
signage system that helps the public locate desired resources. 
 
Adult Services/Circulation:  

 Examine existing new materials area and identify ways to improve. 
 Identify ways to reconfigure queuing line to encourage users to go to the checkout 

station closest to the pass-around point. 
 

Adult Services/Circulation/PRPS:  Continue efforts to creatively market library materials.  
(Conduct literature review and attend CE, workshops, online sessions, conferences, etc.). 
 
STRATEGY 3:  Continue to attempt to address issues related to inequities/inconsistency in 
the responsibilities of MORE consortium member libraries. 
 
Administration/Circulation:   

 Identify top-priority concerns, document and report to IFLS/MORE.   
 Review existing principles of service and library responsibilities for MORE 

Consortium members and suggest changes and improvements when appropriate. 
 
NOTES: This needs to be an ongoing effort.  The long-term viability of resource sharing 
depends on fairness of rules and application of the rules to benefit all. 
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STRATEGY 4:  Address access issues related to the elevator’s existing location. 
 
Administration:  Implement upgrade of elevator to use fob system. 
 
Administration/Adult Services/Circulation/PRPS:  Identify policies and procedures that 
need to be in place to improve public access to elevator. 
 
PRPS:  Inform public of increased access to the elevator.  Consider new signage as well. 
 
STRATEGY 5:  Introduce the option of self-check technology (ideally RFID-based). 
 
NOTES:  The implementation of this strategy is dependent on a decision that RFID is 
feasible and cost effective and when that decision is made.  If it is decided that RFID is not 
feasible/cost effective, LEPMPL should examine other self-check solutions. 
 
UPDATE ON GOAL 4 
 
April 
 

 The materials budget received a 2.7% CPI increase for 2011.  Even though all 
materials-related fund accounts were consolidated into one collection 
development account beginning in 2011, staff is continuing to use, for internal 
purposes, the allocation formula that has served the library well in past years.  
In summary, the budget for print resources remains healthy. 

 Since early 2010, PRPS staff has been working with professional sign 
developers from Greendoor Graphics and Jay's Sign Services 
to create comprehensive coordinated signs throughout the library to provide 
direction and to identify major activity areas, major collection areas and 
facilities.  Early this year, those signs were installed throughout the adult area 
of the library and on the lower level.    

 The “browsability” of the audiobooks on CD collection was enhanced by 
allocating additional linear feet to this collection.  Shelves for this collection 
are now less crowded, which means it’s easier to locate titles, more visually 
appealing to the customer and staff can shelve materials more efficiently.  
Another benefit is that we no longer have to keep an audiobooks cart in the 
Circulation workroom, waiting for space to free up.  There is space for all 
existing titles, plus room for expansion. 

 At the MORE Directors Council on March 25, revised MORE by-laws were 
unanimously approved which means in 2012 that LEPMPL will not only get a 
weighted vote on MORE financial issues, but on all votes in proportion to what 
LEPMPL pays to support MORE. 

 MORE currently has an RFID Committee that LEPMPL has representation on, 
but it is looking more and more that RFID in general will not be a good fit in a 
consortial setting, especially if LEPMPL were to be the only library using it.  
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However, self-check is already successful at 16 MORE libraries.  The downside 
for LEPMPL is that self-check is not security system-friendly and LEPMPL 
might need to look at not using a security system if self-check is pursued.   

 
July 
 
 The “browsability” of the media collection is being enhanced by a shifting 

project that allocated more shelving to DVDs and music CDs.  HRS Staff 
worked together to divide up some of the larger categories in the CD shelving.  
PRPS made the new labels and HRS staff assembled and installed the new 
dividers.   

 LEPMPL discovered what we felt was an unfair lending practice by another 
MORE library.  The issue was placed on the agenda of May meeting of the 
MORE Executive Committee.  A successful resolution was reached and the 
aforementioned practice has since been discontinued. 

 Reference staff continues to provide the public with reading lists, encourages 
reading with the adult summer reading program and solicits information from 
the public with the “recommended by the customer” box.  Information 
gathered will be shared with other customers as to good reads they might be 
interested in.  Every two weeks the staff changes the readers’ advisory table  
to highlight the libraries diverse materials and each month does a “picks of the 
month” online page to emphasize the collection. 
 
 

GOAL 5:  The people of the Eau Clare area benefit as the library employs new 
technologies, adopts best practices and develops strategic partnerships that enhance 
its capacity to serve the public. 
 
STRATEGY 1:  Depending on the results from the MORE RFID Committee, conduct a cost 
analysis to determine costs and payback time related to the implementation of Radio 
Frequency Identification (RFID) technology as well as ancillary technologies such as self-
check, RFID-based security systems and automated materials handling systems. 
 
Administration:   

 Explore hiring a consultant (IFLS?) to do cost analysis. 
 Ask Board for permission to explore cost study with IFLS/MORE. 
 Explore sources of funding for cost/feasibility study (LSTA?). 

 
Circulation/HRS/RFID Task Force initially, then Circulation/HRS/Technical Services 
next:  Make contacts with staff in other similar-sized libraries that are exploring and/or 
implementing RFID (Appleton, Oshkosh). 
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NOTES:  Again, the implementation of this strategy is dependent on a decision that RFID is 
feasible and cost effective and when that decision is made.   
 
STRATEGY 2:  Work with IFLS/MORE to encourage them to assume the leadership role in 
pursuing the implementation of RFID technology throughout MORE. 
 
Administration: 

 Engage IFLS and MORE administration/staff in conversation about determining 
steps needed to explore RFID on a system-wide/consortium-wide basis. 

 Work with City and County to identify extent to which City and/or County can assist in 
financing efforts (bonding?). 

 Explore potential for grant funding to assist MORE libraries in conversion to RFID 
technologies. 

 
Administration/Circulation/Reference:  Document the experiences of select libraries that 
have implemented RFID to get a better understanding of what is/would be involved. 
 
STRATEGY 3:  Examine traditional service delivery mechanisms in reference and adult 
services and consider the implementation of emerging, more interactive models of providing 
information services. 
 
Adult Services:  Continue to explore “Meebo” and “Text a Librarian” and implement if 

feasible and cost-effective. 
 
UPDATES ON GOAL 5 
 
April 
 

 Reference staff began using “Meebo” and will soon be using “Text a Librarian” 
as new ways of providing information services. 

 Reference staff has been using Jing to provide audiovisual tutorials on using 
Overdrive—the library’s web-based audio, e-book, music and video database 
where most materials can be checked out and downloaded to mobile devices. 

 MORE currently has an RFID Committee that LEPMPL has representation on, 
but it is looking more and more that RFID in general will not be a good fit in a 
consortial setting, especially if LEPMPL were to be the only library using it.  
However, self-check is already successful at 16 MORE libraries.  The downside 
for LEPMPL is that self-check is not security system-friendly and LEPMPL 
might need to look at not using a security system if self-check is pursued.   

 Library staff and others joined in on a day-long web conference on September 
29, 2010 entitled "ebooks:  Libraries at the Tipping Point--A Virtual Summit."  
The library had a site license and we met in the Board Room.  In attendance 
were library staff including Bess Arneson, Larry Nickel, Renee Ponzio, Sharon 
Price, John Stoneberg and Mark Troendle.  Others included Nancy Dhatt 
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(Barron), Leslie LaRose (Augusta), Lori Roholt (MORE) and Mary Vernau 
(Altoona).    
 

July 
 

 Reference purchased and implemented a “scan to PC” product that allows 
users of microfilm to send screen shots to the Barland room PC and then to 
save to a flash drive.  Reference is using this process to copy and send 
obituary requests and thus speed up the process of sending information to the 
customer. 
 

 
GOAL 6:  The vitality of the downtown area is enhanced and personal interaction 
between and among area residents increases as physical improvements to the library 
building and the surrounding area reinforce the library’s position as an indispensible 
center of community life. 
 
STRATEGY 1:  Work with the City on plans for the Riverfront District and explore the 
potential for creating more green space in the area immediately surrounding the library.  
 
Administration: 

 Director should be as engaged in as many economic development organizations and 
efforts as possible.  

 Library needs to be seen as a “player” in urban redevelopment.  Goal should be that 

the Library is seen as a partner anytime there is an economic development/ 
redevelopment effort. 

 
STRATEGY 2:  Work with the City to improve the visibility of existing parking as well as 
pedestrian approaches to the library.  
 
Administration:   

 Explore the adequacy of existing outdoor lighting and signage. 
 Explore the possibility of changing the duration of the Walk/Don’t Walk signs on 

Farwell.   
 

STRATEGY 3:  Consider the addition of a café, permanent Friend’s bookstore and/or other 

amenities that build the library’s reputation as a “destination.” 
 
Administration:   

 Work with Friends of the Library to discuss desire to make the library a community 
destination and assess Friends willingness/desire to be involved either as a partial 
funder of enhancement projects or a partner in the operation of such efforts. 
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 Assess the Red Cedar Room and determine what changes would be necessary to 
use it either as a bookstore, a café, a combination of the two or enhancing it to 
enhance the library’s overall meeting facilities. 

 This strategy is part of an effort to make the library a “destination” in the community.  

The specifics such as bookstore, café, etc. should be determined. 
 
STRATEGY 4:  Re-envision current space use to create a friendlier, more engaging first 
impression upon entering the building. 
 
Administration/Adult Services/Circulation/PRPS/Youth Services:   

 Explore the possibility of having a UW–Eau Claire marketing class conduct a “user-
friendliness” assessment of the library facility as a class project. 

 Establish a staff task force to work with the public on developing recommendations 
for increasing the user-friendliness of the library. 
 

UPDATES TO GOAL 6 
 
April 
 

 The library hosted the first public information meeting of the Eau Claire 
Downtown Riverfront District Project on November 8.   Mark Troendle and I 
have been involved with the subsequent public information meetings on 
February 1 and April 7 and provided input.  On December 22, 2010, on behalf of 
library staff and the Board, I sent an e-mail with initial comments to Brian 
Amundson (the City Public Works Director) and Disa Wahlstrand (a Project 
Manager for Ayres Associates).   
 
I’ve asked Brian Amundson, the City’s Director of Public Works, to once again 
join the Board to present and discuss.  I prepared draft comments regarding 
the various proposals and then talked them over with Mark.  I met with 
management team members on April 14 to get their reactions and additional 
feedback.  I’ve gave you draft comments and recommendations for your 
discussion on April 21.  On Friday, April 22, I will prepare and send a final 
version of comments to Ayres.   
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OFFICERS 

 
President – Don Wisner 

Vice President – Linda Stelter 
Secretary – Bob Hauser 

 
 
COMMITTEES 
 
STANDING 
 
Executive 
Don Wisner (President)(Chair)  
Linda Stelter (Vice-President) 
Bob Hauser (Secretary) 
[Two Board members] 
 
Development & Endowment 
Susan Bruce (Chair) 
Penny France 
Bob Fraser  
Emily Moore (Community) 
Sue Bornick (ECCF) (non-voting) 
John Stoneberg (Staff (non-voting) 
 
Finance 
Stella Pagonis (Chair) 
Jackie Pavelski (City Council) 
Bob Hauser (Executive Committee) 
 
Personnel 
Bob Hauser (Chair) 
Dale Peters (Assistant City Manager) 
[Two Board members] 
 
Planning  
Linda Stelter (Executive    
   Committee) (Chair) 
[Two Board members] 
 
 
 
 

OTHER 
 
Nominating       
Dick Lee (Chair)   
[Two Board members] 
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Penny France (Board) (Chair) 
Jennifer Jeniak (Friends) 
Dick Lee (Board) 
Emily Moore (Community) 
John Stoneberg (Staff) 
 
 
REPRESENTATIVES 
 
Friends of the Library:  Penny France 
Indianhead Federated Library  
   System:  Bob Fraser 
City Council:  Jackie Pavelski 
 
 
07/14/11 
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LE PHILLIPS MEMORIAL PUBLIC LIBRARY
2011 YTD BUDGET REPORT - Operating
For the Period Ended June 30, 2011

2011 ACTUAL
OBJ ESTIMATED YTD RE- REMAINING %

# ACCOUNT NAME REVENUE REVENUE CEIVABLE UNCOLLECTED COLLECTED
PUBLIC LIBRARY REVENUE

4002 General Property Tax-City 2,826,600.00$         2,826,600.00$          -$                     -$                             100.0%
4009 Prop Tax-Post 2005 Debt 40,100.00                 40,100.00                  -                       -                               100.0%
4128 Federal Aid-Other -                             -                               -                       -                               0.0%
4330 Library Fines & Miscellaneous Revenue 118,000.00              59,257.28                  -                       58,742.72                  50.2%
4398 Other Penalties (Collection Agency) 2,700.00                   1,710.00                     -                       990.00                        63.3%
4451 Electronic Copy Revenue 3,000.00                   1,190.39                     -                       1,809.61                     39.7%
4452 Copier Revenue 3,300.00                   1,411.18                     -                       1,888.82                     42.8%
4602 Service to Eau Claire County 549,200.00              274,601.50                -                       274,598.50                50.0%
4608 Indianhead Library System 47,800.00                 13,988.38                  -                       33,811.62                  29.3%
4672 Service Charge-Other (Fairchild) -                             -                               -                       -                               0.0%
4798 Misc Service Revenues (Act 150) 237,900.00              238,054.60                -                       (154.60)                      100.1%
4834 Book Bag Sales 600.00                      446.85                        -                       153.15                        74.5%
4836 Misc Grant Revenue 15,000.00                 -                               -                       15,000.00                  0.0%
4850 Gift Revenue 20,000.00                 79,324.00                  -                       (59,324.00)                 396.6%
4852 Misc Reimbursements-Lost Items 15,000.00                 7,871.84                     -                       7,128.16                     52.5%
4858 Refund of Prior Years Expense -                             30.00                           -                       (30.00)                         n/a
4898 Miscellaneous Revenue 6,500.00                   2,229.21                     -                       4,270.79                     34.3%
5152 Sale of Capital Assets 200.00                      -                               -                       200.00                        0.0%

3,885,900.00$         3,546,815.23$          -$                     339,084.77$              91.3%
5590 Fund Balance Used for CIP 220,000.00              220,000.00                -                       -                               0.0%
5580 Working Capital Applied 64,500.00                 -                               -                       64,500.00                  0.0%

TOTAL REVENUE 4,170,400.00$         3,766,815.23$          -$                     403,584.77$              90.3%
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 ACTUAL
OBJ 2011 YTD ENCUM- AVAIL. %

# ACCOUNT NAME APPROP. EXPENDED BRANCES BUDGET USED
PUBLIC LIBRARY EXPENDITURE

6010 Payroll Wages 1,738,000.00$         836,706.51$              901,293.49$              48.1%
6020 P/R Overtime -                             -                               -                               n/a
6030 Special Pays 33,500.00                 12,572.51                  20,927.49                  37.5%
6040 Employer Paid Benefits 341,800.00              156,276.30                185,523.70                45.7%
6043 Health insurance-Employer 352,000.00              154,052.47                197,947.53                43.8%
6047 Health insurance Deductible 33,000.00                 8,451.96                     24,548.04                  25.6%
6099 Misc. Reimbursements -                             -                               -                               n/a
6108 Unemployment Compensation 17,600.00                 (6.95)                           17,606.95                  0.0%
6110 Postage & Shipping 18,500.00                 7,116.67                     11,383.33                  38.5%
6112 Computer Service Charges 120,000.00              80,394.99                  39,605.01                  67.0%
6116 Binding 1,000.00                   152.90                        847.10                        15.3%
6120 Auditing 2,400.00                   1,667.16                     732.84                        69.5%
6122 Cataloging 2,100.00                   1,700.00                     400.00                        81.0%
6128 Repairs to Tools & Equip 5,500.00                   1,101.96                     938.00$              3,460.04                     37.1%
6138 Equipment Rental 5,000.00                   2,824.89                     2,175.11                     56.5%
6160 Staff Training/Conference 22,000.00                 7,132.43                     14,867.57                  32.4%
6162 Membership Dues 3,700.00                   515.00                        3,185.00                     13.9%
6198 Miscellaneous Contractual 72,000.00                 32,710.71                  5,237.69             34,051.60                  52.7%
6202 Electricity 70,000.00                 26,568.66                  43,431.34                  38.0%
6208 Gas Service 20,000.00                 15,282.28                  4,717.72                     76.4%
6210 Telephones 8,500.00                   3,066.46                     5,433.54                     36.1%
6252 Water Service 2,000.00                   565.50                        1,434.50                     28.3%
6254 Sewer Service 2,400.00                   502.97                        1,897.03                     21.0%
6308 Special Assessments 600.00                      694.81                        (94.81)                         115.8%
6350 Liability & Property Insurance 31,000.00                 15,499.98                  15,500.02                  50.0%
6398 Insurance Claims Reimbursement -                             -                               -                               n/a
6402 Office, AV, Library Supplies 79,700.00                 39,381.09                  2,465.60             37,853.31                  52.5%
6409 Library Materials 411,500.00              155,852.10                255,647.90                37.9%
6415 Lost/Damaged Collection Materials 15,000.00                 7,139.86                     7,860.14                     47.6%
6490 Equipment Purchases < $5000 73,800.00                 61,978.17                  2,722.68             9,099.15                     87.7%
6495 Grant Expenditures 15,000.00                 -                               7,800.00             7,200.00                     52.0%
6496 Gift Expenditures 20,000.00                 15,318.96                  31,008.05           (26,327.01)                 231.6%
6498 Other Materials & Supplies 4,400.00                   202.04                        4,197.96                     4.6%
6790 Refunds & Reimbursements 10,400.00                 10,090.47                  309.53                        97.0%
6802 Capital Purchases 10,000.00                 -                               10,000.00                  0.0%
7020 Transfer to Debt Service 40,100.00                 -                               40,100.00                  0.0%
7044 Transfer to Library Capital Projects 326,000.00              326,000.00                -                               100.0%

3,908,500.00$         1,981,512.86$          50,172.02$        1,876,815.12$          52.0%
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OBJ 2011 YTD ENCUM- AVAIL. %

# ACCOUNT NAME APPROP. APPROP. APPROP. APPROP. APPROP.
LIB BLDG MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURE

6010 Payroll Wages 130,200.00$            47,360.36$                82,839.64$                36.4%
6020 Payroll Overtime 17,300.00                 4,631.32                     12,668.68                  26.8%
6030 Special Pays 2,800.00                   -                               2,800.00                     0.0%
6040 Employer Paid Benefits 27,600.00                 9,664.35                     17,935.65                  35.0%
6043 Health Ins (ER) 39,000.00                 13,985.95                  25,014.05                  35.9%
6047 Health Insurance Deductible 2,700.00                   1,350.00                     1,350.00                     50.0%
6108 Unemployment Compensation -                             303.63                        (303.63)                      n/a
6128 Repairs to Tools & Equipment 200.00                      252.74                        (52.74)                         126.4%
6130 Repairs to Buildings 21,000.00                 9,303.36                     2,345.50$           9,351.14                     55.5%
6138 Equipment Rental 100.00                      -                               100.00                        0.0%
6144 Laundry & Dry Cleaning 200.00                      -                               200.00                        n/a
6150 Special Services 8,500.00                   4,268.75                     3,359.54             871.71                        89.7%
6214 Garbage Service 2,100.00                   2,411.79                     (311.79)                      114.8%
6256 Stormwater Charges 400.00                      473.01                        (73.01)                         118.3%
6340 Implementation Reserves 400.00                      -                               400.00                        n/a
6460 Repair Part & Supplies 1,100.00                   747.26                        73.98                   278.76                        74.7%
6464 Building Materials & Janitorial Supplies 8,300.00                   2,512.43                     645.68                5,141.89                     38.0%

261,900.00$            97,264.95$                6,424.70$           158,210.35$              39.6%

TOTAL EXPENSES 4,170,400.00$         2,078,777.81$          56,596.72$        2,035,025.47$          51.2%
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LE PHILLIPS MEMORIAL PUBLIC LIBRARY
LTD CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT BUDGET REPORT
For the Period Ended June 30, 2011

 ACTUAL
OBJ CURRENT SINCE INCEPTION ENCUM- AVAILABLE %

# ACCOUNT NAME APPROP. EXPENDED BRANCES BUDGET USED
LIBRARY CIP FUND - REVENUE

4802 Interest-Pooled Investments -$                           213,460.00$              -$                     (213,460.00)$            
5114 Tsf from Library -$                           2,159,900.00$          -$                     (2,159,900.00)$         

-$                           2,373,360.00$          -$                     (2,373,360.00)$         

LIBRARY BLDG IMPROVEMENT 1997
6810 Capital Costs (2006 and previous years) 716,200.00$            716,109.38$              -$                     90.62$                        100.0%

Closed
TECHNOLOGY UPGRADE 1999

6802 Capital Purchases 979,900.00$            979,865.10$              -$                     34.90$                        100.0%
Closed

LIBRARY BUILDING EXPANSION 2006
4178 State Aid-Bldg Commission Grant 125,000.00$            125,000.00$              -$                     -$                             
4818 Other Interest 23,600.00$              46,317.43$                -$                     (22,717.43)$              
4850 Gifts & Donation 1,020,700.00$         1,013,701.13$          -$                     6,998.87$                   
4852 Misc Reimbursements & Refund 1,200.00$                 35,177.00$                -$                     (33,977.00)$              
5590 Fund Balance Used for CIP 700,000.00$            -$                             -$                     700,000.00$              

Total Revenue 1,870,500.00$         1,220,195.56$          -$                     650,304.44$              

6010 P/R Wages -$                           31,963.98$                -$                     (31,963.98)$              
6040 Benefits -$                           4,068.88$                   -$                     (4,068.88)$                 
6810 Capital Costs 1,870,500.00$         1,785,156.39$          4,701.85$           80,641.76$                

Total Expense 1,870,500.00$         1,821,189.25$          4,701.85$           44,608.90$                97.4%

LIBRARY BLDG IMPROVEMENT 2007
4853 Energy Improvement Rebates -$                           27,121.40$                -$                     (27,121.40)$              
5590 Fund Balance Used for CIP 1,070,900.00$         -$                             -$                     1,070,900.00$          

Total Revenue 1,070,900.00$         27,121.40$                -$                     1,043,778.60$          

6810 Capital Costs 1,070,900.00$         508,155.20$              160,055.72$      402,689.08$              62.4%
Total Expense 1,070,900.00$         508,155.20$              160,055.72$      402,689.08$              

LIB TECHNOLOGY UPGRADES 2011
6810 Capital Costs 67,200.00$              2,823.87$                   -$                     64,376.13$                4.2%

 
TOTAL CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN EXPENSE 4,704,700.00$         4,028,142.80$          164,757.57$      511,799.63$              89.1%

tk
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    ADMINISTRATIVE 

      MEMORANDUM  
 
TO:   Library Board 

    

FROM:  Teresa Kriese, Business Manager 

 

DATE:  07/21/2011 

 

SUBJECT:  June 2011 Warrant Report Summary 

 

 

The Warrant Report Summary for the month of June is shown below. 

 

Warrant Report Summary – Month Ending June 30, 2011 

 

      June 03, 2011     $  68,910.73 * 

      June 10, 2011         50,815.57 ** 

      June 17, 2011         14,424.27 

      June 24, 2011         26,167.17 *** 

               Total   $160,317.74 

 

 

*  The June 3rd report shows a $57,200 payment to Midwest Mechanical 

Solutions for a partial payment on the chiller replacement project. 

 

** Included in the June 10th report is the monthly health insurance 

payments totaling $31,497.84. 

 

*** The June 24th report shows a payment to the City of Eau Claire in the 

amount of $6,331.17 for auditing services, health insurance deductibles, 

VOIP phone lines, and supplies and a payment of $9,836.30 to Bartingale 

Mechanical Inc. as a partial payment on the chiller replacement project.  

There is approximately $15,000 in payments on the chiller project that 

remain outstanding waiting on completion of the balance of the punch list 

items. 
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Vendor Name Check # Amount

Warrant Report for 060311L

Invoice Description Invoice #

AMAZON COM LLC  213812 $8.46
LIBRARY MATERIALS

097744506619L

AMAZON COM LLC  213812 $10.01
LIBRARY MATERIALS

213920031216

AMAZON COM LLC  213812 $12.95
LIBRARY MATERIALS

044637338030

AMAZON COM LLC  213812 $13.13
LIBRARY MATERIALS

044633076895

AMAZON COM LLC  213812 $13.56
LIBRARY MATERIALS

234727354955

AMAZON COM LLC  213812 $15.68
LIBRARY MATERIALS

149730476013

AMAZON COM LLC  213812 $18.42
LIBRARY MATERIALS

221119656950

AMAZON COM LLC  213812 $20.52
LIBRARY MATERIALS

048894098511

AMAZON COM LLC  213812 $20.76
LIBRARY MATERIALS

125873122931

AMAZON COM LLC  213812 $34.98
LIBRARY MATERIALS

209470803989

AMAZON COM LLC  213812 $56.99
LIBRARY MATERIALS

209478518791

AMAZON COM LLC  213812 $69.59
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

139743666162

AMAZON COM LLC  213812 $191.99
LIBRARY MATERIALS

262471280118

BAIR, SALLY  213818 $7.95
LIBRARY MATERIALS

148

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213814 $6.77
LIBRARY MATERIALS

5011433950

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213814 $8.48
LIBRARY MATERIALS

V52906201

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213814 $23.77
LIBRARY MATERIALS

5011443968

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213814 $25.46
LIBRARY MATERIALS

V52906200

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213814 $74.81
LIB MATERIALS, IFLS NONPRT

I54685850

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213814 $90.67
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I32621770

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213814 $154.49
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

2025896960

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213814 $165.38
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I54786160

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213814 $265.67
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025897306

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213814 $362.14
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025890418

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213814 $484.70
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025888095

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213814 $537.80
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025882929

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213814 $616.18
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

2025882918

BOOK WHOLESALERS INC  213815 $6.49
LIBRARY MATERIALS

131510D

BOOK WHOLESALERS INC  213815 $11.99
LIBRARY MATERIALS

118091D

BOOK WHOLESALERS INC  213815 $40.76
LIBRARY MATERIALS

128456D

BOOK WHOLESALERS INC  213815 $45.19
LIBRARY MATERIALS

124664D

BOOK WHOLESALERS INC  213815 $51.71
LIBRARY MATERIALS

120236D
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Vendor Name Check # Amount

Warrant Report for 060311L

Invoice Description Invoice #

BOOK WHOLESALERS INC  213815 $66.24
LIBRARY MATERIALS

127028D

BOOK WHOLESALERS INC  213815 $88.32
LIBRARY MATERIALS

123432D

BRILLIANCE AUDIO INC  213816 $52.10
LIBRARY MATERIALS

IN0604383

CDW GOVERNMENT  213817 $65.68
COMPUTER SUPPLIES

XJN8467

CRYSTAL PRODUCTIONS CO  213813 $319.40
IFLS NONPRINT

SI-346557

ELLISON EDUCATIONAL EQUIPMENT INC  213819 $110.08
FRIENDS GIFTS

2681311

ELLISON EDUCATIONAL EQUIPMENT INC  213819 $893.97
FRIENDS OF LIBRARY DIE CUTS

2683467

FREDERIC PUBLIC LIBRARY  213820 $36.00
LOST ITEM REFUND AD BK

LIBRFND1122

GALE GROUP  213821 $44.99
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17192106

GALE GROUP  213821 $48.74
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17190386

GALE GROUP  213821 $59.99
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17188613

GALE GROUP  213821 $64.78
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17189311

GALE GROUP  213821 $71.99
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17189119

GALE GROUP  213821 $89.34
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17167692

GALE GROUP  213821 $89.98
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17192688

GALE GROUP  213821 $93.73
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17189717

GALE GROUP  213821 $340.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17152976

GALE GROUP  213821 $1,297.15
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17149918

GRESSCO LTD  213822 $254.16
DETACHER

IN031010

LIBRARY VIDEO COMPANY  213823 $560.15
LIB MATERIALS, IFLS NONPRT

W50220340001

LOGISTECH INC  213824 $65.09
LIBRARY MATERIALS

132459

MIDWEST MECHANICAL SOLUTIONS  213825 $57,200.00
CHILLER FOR PUBLIC LIBRARY

CE10003852

PER MAR SECURITY SERVICES  213826 $1,947.53
SECURITY SYS MON JUNE-AUG

650433

PRESCOTT PUBLIC LIBRARY  213827 $30.00
LOST ITEM REFUND NONPRINT

LIBRFND1122

RANDOM HOUSE INC  213828 $34.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

1081556614

RECORDED BOOKS INC  213829 $13.90
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

74218414

RECORDED BOOKS INC  213829 $47.47
LIBRARY MATERIALS

74229903

RECORDED BOOKS INC  213829 $83.24
LIBRARY MATERIALS

74226117

RECORDED BOOKS INC  213829 $228.02
LIBRARY MATERIALS

74223638

US TOY/CONSTRUCTIVE PLAYTHINGS  213830 $112.24
SUPPLIES

8161679400

WEST GROUP  213831 $1,035.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

822801295

$68,910.73
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Vendor Name Check # Amount

Warrant Report for 061011L

Invoice Description Invoice #

ACCRA  213832 $165.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

CO-00375-11

AMAZON COM LLC  213833 $5.99
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

208765312310

AMAZON COM LLC  213833 $9.23
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

056207538851

AMAZON COM LLC  213833 $9.80
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

208763952237

AMAZON COM LLC  213833 $10.48
LIBRARY MATERIALS

042245467009

AMAZON COM LLC  213833 $12.88
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

193580580137

AMAZON COM LLC  213833 $12.94
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

106435117915

AMAZON COM LLC  213833 $14.78
LIBRARY MATERIALS

254026038684

AMAZON COM LLC  213833 $16.46
LIBRARY MATERIALS

050704822695

AMAZON COM LLC  213833 $16.95
LIBRARY MATERIALS

235423158584

AMAZON COM LLC  213833 $19.35
LIBRARY MATERIALS

105273341750

AMAZON COM LLC  213833 $20.57
LIBRARY MATERIALS

235422487526

AMAZON COM LLC  213833 $20.60
LIBRARY MATERIALS

235428917808

AMAZON COM LLC  213833 $25.48
LIBRARY MATERIALS

271862976164

AMAZON COM LLC  213833 $25.94
LIBRARY MATERIALS

221507749082

AMAZON COM LLC  213833 $25.97
LIBRARY MATERIALS

294408878148

AMAZON COM LLC  213833 $26.60
LIBRARY MATERIALS

233105196645

AMAZON COM LLC  213833 $32.50
LIBRARY MATERIALS

229024408806

AMAZON COM LLC  213833 $39.53
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

139743238355

AMAZON COM LLC  213833 $48.46
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

019041025074

AMAZON COM LLC  213833 $50.97
LIBRARY MATERIALS

187619545681

AMAZON COM LLC  213833 $52.80
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

106033765662

AMAZON COM LLC  213833 $53.20
LIBRARY MATERIALS

233108115326

AMAZON COM LLC  213833 $59.98
LIBRARY MATERIALS

051494321109

AMAZON COM LLC  213833 $86.96
LIB MAT, MORE DVDS, L&D

199281380467

AMAZON COM LLC  213833 $101.16
LIBRARY MATERIALS

233107196384

AMAZON COM LLC  213833 $214.37
LIBRARY MATERIALS

229022325021

AMAZON COM LLC  213833 $262.16
LIB MAT, L&D, IFLS NONPRT

234721069265

AMAZON COM LLC  213833 $784.39
LIB MATERIALS, MORE DVDS

271869507571

AMERITECH PUBLISHING INC  213834 $34.14
CELL PHONES APRIL-MAY

NONE1123

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $10.79
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I55091482

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $14.23
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I55573580
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Vendor Name Check # Amount

Warrant Report for 061011L

Invoice Description Invoice #

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $20.15
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I55091484

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $21.58
LIBRARY MATERIALS

V53739980

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $24.71
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I55479620

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $28.07
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I55573583

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $28.46
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I54786171

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $33.46
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

I55091481

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $48.56
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025901110

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $49.66
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I55271900

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $53.96
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I55479621

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $57.74
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

2025900334

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $59.03
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025901115

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $60.82
LIB MAT, FRNDS VID TO DVD

I55479622

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $61.46
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025901201

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $64.77
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I55573582

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $66.35
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I54786170

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $74.03
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

2025904381

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $115.19
FRIENDS VIDEO TO DVD

I55573581

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $125.97
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025926907

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $127.02
LIB MAT, L&D, IFLS NONPRT

I55091480

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $129.57
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I55091483

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $141.37
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025900236

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $148.62
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025903863

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $179.19
MORE DVDS

I55272460

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $192.30
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

2025926193

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $202.96
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

2025907965

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $221.87
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025904376

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $255.22
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025930040

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $328.07
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025920060

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $367.65
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025920104

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $369.40
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025913513

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $379.73
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025903967

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $519.28
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

2025900652
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Vendor Name Check # Amount

Warrant Report for 061011L

Invoice Description Invoice #

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $581.99
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

2025896959

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $717.45
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025907977

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $725.49
LIBRARY MATERIALS, BKMRKS

2025923083

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $786.51
MORE DVDS

I55272450

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213835 $1,277.28
MORE DVDS

I55272451

BLACKSTONE AUDIO INC  213836 $-61.50
LIBRARY MATERIALS

209475

BLACKSTONE AUDIO INC  213836 $59.00
BOOKMARKS

561114

BLACKSTONE AUDIO INC  213836 $146.50
LIBRARY MATERIALS

573409

CHRONICLE GUIDANCE PUBLICATIONS INC 213837 $172.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

NONE1123

EAU CLAIRE PUBLIC ACCESS CENTER INC 213838 $150.00
BOOKMARKS

LEP42011

EO JOHNSON CO INC  213839 $19.00
CIRC WKRM SVC OVER 4000C

CNIN489879

GALE GROUP  213840 $3,496.85
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17185640

GREENER GRASS SYSTEM  213841 $42.49
LIME APPLICATION TO LAWN

292064

GROUP HEALTH CO-OP  213842 $3,422.01
COBRA/NO ER SHARE JULY

NONE1123L

GROUP HEALTH CO-OP  213842 $28,075.83
ACTIVES JULY

NONE1123

JAYS SIGN SERVICE  213843 $120.00
BANNER INSTALLATIONS

20569

LIVE OAK MEDIA  213844 $266.06
LIBRARY MATERIALS

85619

MCMULLEN, JEFFREY  213845 $510.00
COMEDY MAGICIAN PROGRAM

NONE1123

MEGA  213846 $15.30
TS SUPPLIES

352657

MEGA  213846 $48.18
FRNDS PRGRM REFRESHMENTS

289978

MEGA  213846 $59.35
FRNDS PRGRM REFRESHMENTS

339345

MINNESOTA MUTUAL LIFE INS  213847 $1,214.15
LIFE INSURANCE - MAY

NONE1123

NEDRELO, DANIEL  213848 $300.00
YS-REPTILES & AMPHIBIANS

NONE1123

NEW RICHMOND PUBLIC LIBRARY  213849 $17.00
LOST ITEM REFUND NONPRINT

LIBRFND1123

PHILLIPS PUBLIC LIBRARY  213850 $5.00
LOST ITEM REFUND AD BK

LIBRFND1123

RANDOM HOUSE INC  213851 $6.00
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

1081601714

RANDOM HOUSE INC  213851 $12.00
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

1081601091

RANDOM HOUSE INC  213851 $35.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

1081584551

RANDOM HOUSE INC  213851 $40.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

1081575345

RECORDED BOOKS INC  213852 $45.47
LIBRARY MATERIALS

74236543

RECORDED BOOKS INC  213852 $52.87
LIBRARY MATERIALS

74230600

RECORDED BOOKS INC  213852 $69.97
LIBRARY MATERIALS

74239369
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Vendor Name Check # Amount

Warrant Report for 061011L

Invoice Description Invoice #

RECORDED BOOKS INC  213852 $92.44
LIBRARY MATERIALS

74246806

THE TEACHING COMPANY  213853 $15.00
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

6570463

UNIVERSITY DIRECTORIES LLC  213854 $315.00
MISC CONT BESS

250884

UNIVERSITY OF EAU CLAIRE  213855 $1,125.00
CATALOGING

NONE1123

$50,815.57
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Vendor Name Check # Amount

Warrant Report for 061711L

Invoice Description Invoice #

AHERN, KENNETH JR  213856 $750.00
YS PERFORMANCE

NONE1124

AMAZON COM LLC  213857 $8.26
LIBRARY MATERIALS

074183927741

AMAZON COM LLC  213857 $11.88
LIBRARY MATERIALS

113968826175

AMAZON COM LLC  213857 $13.88
YS PRIZES

216957082916

AMAZON COM LLC  213857 $21.27
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

244544565688

AMAZON COM LLC  213857 $28.99
LIBRARY MATERIALS

224318617432

AMAZON COM LLC  213857 $44.54
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

208760870951

AMAZON COM LLC  213857 $46.81
IFLS NONPRINT

045894978822

AMAZON COM LLC  213857 $50.37
LIB MATERIALS, IFLS NONPRT

062592192225

AMAZON COM LLC  213857 $90.80
YS PRIZES, IFLS NONPRINT

045893246567

AMERITECH PUBLISHING INC  213858 $47.50
PHONEBOOK LISTINGS

NONE1124

AMERITECH PUBLISHING INC  213859 $48.45
LIBRARY MATERIALS

78799020

AMERITECH PUBLISHING INC  213860 $1.27
MO USE EC REF,AD,HRS,FAX

2151705751

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213861 $4.70
LIBRARY MATERIALS

V54077091

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213861 $8.48
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I55920270

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213861 $9.32
FRIENDS VIDEO TO DVD

I55920272

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213861 $11.88
LIBRARY MATERIALS

V54077090

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213861 $17.99
LIBRARY MATERIALS

V54077092

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213861 $35.98
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I56099952

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213861 $36.47
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

I56099950

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213861 $39.29
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I55920271

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213861 $107.99
FRIENDS VIDEO TO DVD

I56099953

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213861 $196.37
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I56099951

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213861 $341.49
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

2025927028

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213861 $434.91
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025947946

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213861 $483.43
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

2025937140

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213861 $491.17
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025941806

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213861 $849.51
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

2025937280

BLACKSTONE AUDIO INC  213862 $83.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

575328

BRILLIANCE AUDIO INC  213863 $30.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

IN0606475

EAU CLAIRE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE  213864 $125.00
UWEC WELCOME PACKETS

1070021

EAU CLAIRE REGIONAL ARTS CENTER  213865 $1,000.00
CHIPPEWA VALLEY BOOK FEST

NONE1124
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Vendor Name Check # Amount

Warrant Report for 061711L

Invoice Description Invoice #

FUNTIME FUNKTIONS  213872 $350.00
YS PERFORMANCE

NONE1124

GALE GROUP  213867 $47.24
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17207026

GALE GROUP  213867 $70.49
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17206237

GALE GROUP  213867 $102.73
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17202544

GALE GROUP  213867 $119.98
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17207346

GALE GROUP  213867 $120.73
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17203519

GALE GROUP  213867 $147.72
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17203323

GALE GROUP  213867 $401.17
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17195766

GAYLORD BROTHERS INC  213868 $34.25
SUPPLIES

1565381

L&M MAIL SERVICES INC  213869 $299.31
POSTAGE/FEE NEWSLETTER

23695

MEGA  213870 $82.47
FRNDS PRGRM RFRSHMNTS

352664

OFFICE DEPOT  213871 $641.95
SUPPLIES

1750691

RANDOM HOUSE INC  213873 $44.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

1081619961

TANTOR MEDIA  213874 $83.98
LIBRARY MATERIALS

43375

UNIQUE MANAGEMENT SERVICES INC  213875 $420.65
COLLECTION AGENCY MAY

210640

VALLEY BUILDERS HARDWARE CO INC  213876 $22.50
REPAIRS

43423

WALKER, NANCY S  213866 $313.50
FOL PROGRAM ADS

21424

XCEL ENERGY  213877 $5,650.60
GAS/ELECTRIC MAY-JUNE

NONE1124

$14,424.27
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Vendor Name Check # Amount

Warrant Report for 062411L

Invoice Description Invoice #

ALIBRIS  213878 $26.45
LIBRARY MATERIALS

49315604

AMAZON COM LLC  213879 $46.47
LIBRARY MATERIALS

248018470055

AMAZON COM LLC  213879 $249.25
LIB MAT, L&D, IFLS NONPRT

267516548417

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213880 $7.18
LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

I56114831

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213880 $9.32
FRIENDS VIDEO TO DVD

I56425504

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213880 $10.18
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I56425500

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213880 $10.79
IFLS NONPRINT

I56425501

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213880 $11.04
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I56724630

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213880 $20.15
LIBRARY MATERIALS

I56114830

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213880 $23.80
LIBRARY MATERIALS

5011465356

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213880 $46.05
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

I56724631

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213880 $110.51
LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

2025949784

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213880 $129.27
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025963607

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213880 $398.33
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025962437

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213880 $413.10
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025949412

BAKER & TAYLOR INC  213880 $539.79
LIBRARY MATERIALS

2025953412

BARTINGALE MECHANICAL INC  213881 $9,836.30
CHILLER REPLACEMENT

PAYAPPLICATION5

BEECHER, ROBERT  213888 $750.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

19790

BOOK WHOLESALERS INC  213882 $42.84
LIBRARY MATERIALS

136788D

BOOK WHOLESALERS INC  213882 $71.09
LIBRARY MATERIALS

133932D

BOOK WHOLESALERS INC  213882 $77.28
LIBRARY MATERIALS

130407D

CHARTER COMMUNICATION  213883 $5.83
CABLE TV JUNE-JULY

NONE1125

CHIPMAN, TRACY  213884 $350.00
YS PERFORMANCE

NONE1125

CITY OF EAU CLAIRE  213885 $6,331.17
AUDIT, DED, VOIP, SUPPLIES

10054104

DISNEY EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTIONS  213889 $127.46
LIBRARY MATERIALS

DET467807

EAU CLAIRE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE  213890 $15.00
EGGS & ISSUES 7-17-11

1070123

EO JOHNSON CO INC  213891 $47.50
1ST FLOOR COPIER JULY-OCT

CNIN493555

EO JOHNSON CO INC  213891 $97.00
TS/MORE COPIER JULY-OCT

CNIN494090

EO JOHNSON CO INC  213891 $162.00
ADMIN COPIER JULY-OCT

CNIN493620

EO JOHNSON CO INC  213891 $2,926.00
COPIER & SERVICE CONTRACT

ARIN265938

GALE GROUP  213892 $208.46
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17198954

GALE GROUP  213892 $256.05
LIBRARY MATERIALS

17213719
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Vendor Name Check # Amount

Warrant Report for 062411L

Invoice Description Invoice #

INNOVATIVE USERS GROUP  213893 $40.00
2011 ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP

NONE1125

L&M MAIL SERVICES INC  213894 $163.66
FEE/POSTAGE ANNUAL REPORT

23872

LOGISTECH INC  213895 $109.94
LIBRARY MATERIALS

133059

MEGA  213896 $38.44
FRIENDS PRGRM RFRSHMNTS

342106

OCLC ONLINE COMPUTER LIBRARY CENTER INC 213897 $359.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

0000109572

PLUM CITY PUBLIC LIBRARY  213898 $65.00
LOST ITEM REFUND NONPRINT

LIBRFND1125

RANDOM HOUSE INC  213899 $40.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

1081614330

RANDOM HOUSE INC  213899 $40.00
LIBRARY MATERIALS

1081648054

REFUND-LIBRARY  213900 $34.20
LOST ITEM REFUND ADULT BOOK

LIBRFND1125

SCHULTE, DAVID C  213887 $600.00
YS PERFORMANCE

NONE1125

SPERRY, JENNIFER  213901 $15.00
LOST ITEM REFUND JUV BK

LIBRFND1125

THE TEACHING COMPANY  213902 $1,179.30
BOOKMARKS

6581349

THOMAS KLISE CO  213886 $126.97
LIBRARY MATERIALS

18186B

$26,167.17
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LE PHILLIPS MEMORIAL PUBLIC LIBRARY

Supplemental Bills & Claims Listing - June 2011

CUSTODIAL OPERATING BUDGET

VENDOR DESCRIPTION AMOUNT

Various Salaries, wages 9,485.63$       

Various Overtime 313.95            

Various Employer paid benefits 1,928.07         

Various Health insurance 2,521.83         

Various Health Insurance Deductible 225.00            

Various Unemployment Compensation 71.81              

Hovelands Inc HVAC Repairs 309.20            

Greener Grass Systems Annual Repair & Service 63.73              

Greener Grass Systems Lawn Re-seeding 802.00            

WI Dept of Commerce (Elan) Elevator Inspection 51.50              

Waste Management Garbage Service 404.27            

Viking Electric Electrical Part for Repair 53.94              

16,230.93$     

LIBRARY OPERATING BUDGET

VENDOR DESCRIPTION AMOUNT

Various Salaries & wages, shift prem, longevity, special pays 213,660.87$   

Various Employer paid benefits 39,484.70       

City of Eau Claire April Insurance Charges 2,583.33         

255,728.90$   
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AVERAGE ADJUSTED DAILY NUMBER OF LIBRARY VISITS IN BUILDING
n/a 1,872    1,810       -3.3%    Month of JUNE
n/a 1,505    n/a n/a    Year to date

AVERAGE DAILY NUMBER OF LIBRARY VISITS TO YOUTH SERVICES
n/a 1,185    1,292       9.0%    Month of JUNE
n/a 722        n/a n/a    Year to date

ATTENDEES AT YOUTH SERVICES OUTREACH PROGRAMS:
n/a n/a 127          n/a    Month of JUNE
n/a n/a 4,696       n/a    Year to date

% SHARE OF CHECKOUTS AND RENEWALS (Does NOT include outgoing MORE trans.)

n/a 71.3% 71.1% -0.3%    City of Eau Claire
n/a 15.9% 15.8% -0.8%    Remainder of Eau Claire County participating in Co. Lib. Svcs. Agreement
n/a 12.8% 13.1% 2.6%    All other users checking something out or renewing from this building

      Figures given for billable period according to contract (July-JUNE)

NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS CHECKING SOMETHING OUT FROM THIS BLDG:
n/a 18,294  17,209    -5.9%    Month of JUNE
n/a 95,913  90,371    -5.8%    Year to date

CHECKOUTS
n/a n/a 86,912    n/a    Month of JUNE
n/a n/a 442,213  n/a    Year to date

RENEWALS
n/a n/a 19,855    n/a    Month of JUNE
n/a n/a 121,516  n/a    Year to date

Note:  the consortium changed the method of counting checkouts and renewals
in October, 2010.  Remote renewals are no longer estimated separately.

DOWNLOADABLE MATERIALS BY EAU CLAIRE CARDHOLDER
(Not included in checkouts above)
Downloadable Audio Books

n/a n/a 480          n/a Month of JUNE
n/a n/a 3,065       n/a Year to date

Downloadable eBooks
n/a n/a 257          n/a Month of JUNE
n/a n/a 1,254       n/a Year to date

Downloadable Music/Video
n/a n/a 15             n/a Month of JUNE
n/a n/a 75             n/a Year to date

LE PHILLIPS MEMORIAL PUBLIC LIBRARY
Statistical Report - JUNE

Chng. 

Prev. Yr.
2009 2010 2011 Description
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FREEGAL DOWNLOADS - Note:  Freegal service began February 22, 2011

n/a n/a 3,833       n/a Month of JUNE
n/a n/a 17,806    n/a Year to date

MORE CONSORTIUM CHECKOUTS
  Incoming materials (included in Checkouts above)

n/a 11,875  11,520    -3.0%    Month of JUNE
n/a 67,921  67,136    -1.2%    Year to date

  Outgoing materials (NOT included in Checkouts above)
n/a 11,444  12,665    10.7%    Month of JUNE
n/a 68,352  72,206    5.6%    Year to date

MORE CONSORTIUM CHECKOUTS OF JUVENILE MATERIALS

   Incoming materials (included in Checkouts above)
n/a 1,709    2,137       25.0%     Month of JUNE (includes renewals)
n/a 9,575    13,916    45.3%     Year to date (includes renewals)

  Outgoing materials (NOT included in Checkouts above)
n/a 1,833    2,152       17.4%     Month of JUNE
n/a 11,095  12,491    12.6%     Year to date

INTERLIBRARY LOANS
  Incoming materials (included in "Checkouts above)

n/a 445        146          -67.2%    Month of JUNE (without renewals)
n/a 2,213    1,305       -41.0%    Year to date (without renewals)

  Outgoing materials (included in Checkouts above)
n/a 266        299          12.4%    Month of JUNE (without renewals)
n/a 1,800    1,834       1.9%    Year to date (without renewals)

  Outgoing materials (included in Checkouts above)
n/a -         11                Month of JUNE (renewals)
n/a 11          58             427.3%    Year to date (renewals)

HOME DELIVERY (included in Checkouts above)
n/a 1,023    878          -14.2%    Month of JUNE (without renewals)
n/a 5,889    5,402       -8.3%    Year to date (without renewals)

HOME DELIVERY RENEWALS (included in Checkouts above)
above)

n/a 55          98             78.2%    Month of JUNE Renewals
n/a 498        410          -17.7%    Year to date Renewals

 

UNIQUE VISITORS TO WEBSITE
n/a 6,843    9,762       42.7%    Month of JUNE
n/a 45,669  46,217    1.2%    Year to date

Description2009 2010 2011
Chng. 

Prev. Yr.
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    Number: 10  

    Category: Administration   

 
   

 
Policy Title:  REVOKING LIBRARY PRIVILEGES   

Date adopted: 09/16/88    

Date amended:  

Date last reviewed: 11/19/09   

 

 

These rules and procedures are adopted pursuant to Wisconsin Statutes Section 43.52 
which provides in part that the Library Board may prescribe reasonable regulations in 
order to render the use of the library most beneficial to the greatest number, and 
provides that the Library Board "may exclude from the use of the public library all 
persons who willfully violate such regulations.” 
 
Any behavior of a library customer which is disorderly or disruptive to the orderly 
operation of the library may lead to the revocation of library privileges. 
 
Library staff are authorized to require a person to leave the library for the day if in the 
judgment of the staff member the customer’s behavior is disorderly or disruptive. 
 
If in the judgment of the Library Director or his or her designee the behavior is a very 
severe offense, and there is cause to believe this person's behavior represents a 
danger to the health or safety of others or is grossly disruptive, the Director may refuse 
any or all library privileges, including entrance into the building, for the period until the 
next meeting of the Library Board at which the matter of revocation can be brought up. 
 
If the behavior is repeated or is severe, the Library Director may ask the Library Board 
to take action to revoke the library customer’s privileges at a regular or special meeting 
of the Board.  Notice will be sent to the affected customer at least one week in advance 
of the consideration by the Library Board of the revocation of privileges. 
 
The customer shall have the right to a hearing before the Board at the meeting at which 
the Board is scheduled to take action on revocation of privileges. 
 
The Board may act at such a meeting to revoke any or all library privileges, including 
entrance into the building, for a period of up to one year.  The Library Director shall 
inform the affected customer in writing of the Board's decision. 
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